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Fit and Ready Horses in Today:

Race Horse List List Date

SA WIN 9 2/17/2021I GOT NO MUNNY9

1st Race 1 ⅛ Miles Turf

EQUAL MEASURE wore blinkers for this five furlong 

maintenance spin over the training track, splits of 13.1, 

25.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.4, niggled to deep stretch, 

lightly asked for a few strides then not asked to the wire in 

103.3, just a leg stretcher

EQUAL MEASURE 02/13/21 103.3M FT HSA

EQUAL MEASURE went a half-mile over the training 

track, wearing her usual blinkers, fractions of 12.2, 24.2, 

niggled a bit in 49.1, decent enough, certainly better than 

last weeks debacle of a work

02/06/21 49.0B- FT HSA

EQUAL MEASURE looked poor this week in this five 

furlong work, opening 3/8 in 39.2, lightly asked, never 

doing anything in 105.4, very disappointing and 

unimpressive

01/31/21 105.4C FT HSA

EQUAL MEASURE went easily in this five furlong 

maintenance spin over the training track, going off in 

27.0, 39.3, not asked in 104.0, just a leg stretcher

01/20/21 103.4M FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

EQUAL MEASURE finished well in this five furlong 

maintenance spin over the training track, wearing blinkers, 

going off in 371, not asked in 102.4, just a leg stretcher

EQUAL MEASURE 12/21/20 102.3M FT HSA

EQUAL MEASURE looked fine in this half-mile 

maintenance spin over the training track, opening 1/4 in 

25.3., going very easily in 50.2, just a leg stretcher

12/12/20 50.2M FT HSA

THIS TEA (B) working with MUCHO DEL ORO (C+) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, MUCHO DEL 

ORO starting four lengths in front; THIS TEA made up 

two lengths passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, MUCHO DEL 

ORO in 36.2, THIS TEA was lightly urged, finishing up 

well, striding out nicely to the wire in 100.0, a good work. 

MUCHO DEL ORO was urged along, second best in1 

00.4, a so-so work.

THIS TEA 02/14/21 100.0B FT HSA

HOLLYWOOD GIRL (B-) working with 

TRANSPORTER (C+) - This team went together from the 

5/8 pole, HOLLYWOOD GIRL just in front along the 

inside; We picked then duo up at the 1/2 mile pole, splits 

of 11.4, HOLLYWOOD GIRL 1/2 lengths in front in 

23.4, TRANSPORTER niggled to stay close, 

HOLLYWOOD GIRL was lightly niggled in the stretch, 

pulling two lengths clear at the wire in 49.0, 

TRANSPORTER lightly urged, receiving a couple of 

sticks, falling back in 49.2, HOLLYWOOD GIRL 

galloped out well in front in 103.0, TRANSPORTER In 

104.0, a decent work for OLLYWOOD GIRL, so-so for 

TRANSPORTER. We cannot verily the Official times.

HOLLYWOOD GIRL 02/13/21 102.0B- FT HSA

HOLLYWOOD GIRL wet off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 

12.2, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, niggled a bit in the 

stretch, final time of 102.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 115.1, just an ok work

02/06/21 102.0C+ FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOLLYWOOD GIRL (B-) working with TAKEO (C+) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

HOLLYWOOD GIRL inside; The pair went off in 12.4, 

25.0, 37.0, HOLLYWOOD GIRL edged in the stretch, not 

asked in 102.1, galloping out in front in 116.1, a decent 

work. TAKEO was lightly urged, dropping back in 102.2, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.2, a so-so work.

HOLLYWOOD GIRL 01/18/21 102.0B- FT HSA

HOLLYWOOD GIRL (B-) working with RESCARCIO 

(B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

HOLLYWOOD GIRL inside; The pair went off in 13.0, 

25.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.3, neither asked in 102.1, a 

few ticks slower than given, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 115.0, an ok work for both

01/11/21 101.3B- FT HSA

HOLLYWOOD GIRL (B-) working with RESARCIO (B-

) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

HOLLYWOOD GIRL inside; The pair went off in 13.0 

25.2, 37.4, HOLLYWOOD GIRL was never asked a drop, 

a bit best at the wire in 102.3, HOLLYWOOD GIRL 

galloping out a length in front down to the 7/8 pole in 

115.3, RESARCIO in 115.4, they continued their long 

gallop out to the 3/4 pole, HOLLYWOOD GIRL 129.3, 

RESARCIO in 130.1.

12/31/20 102.4B- FT HSA
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HOLLYWOOD GIRL was in a high gallop throughout 

this five furlong maintenance spin, we had the final 3/8 in 

38.2, never asked, just a leg stretcher.

HOLLYWOOD GIRL 12/16/20 104.4M FT HSA

ARCTIC ROLL went six furlongs in this comeback work, 

we picked her up at the 1/2 pole, rolling along in 11.3, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, not asked, but slowing to the 

wire in 50.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.2, 

a so-so work. We cannot verify the Official time.

ARCTIC ROLL (GB) 02/13/21 115.4C+ FT HSA

ARCTIC ROLL did not look good at all in this five 

furlong work, wearing blinkers, we had the final 1/4 of 

this work in a tiring 26.0, hand ridden through the stretch, 

shortening stride to the wire, not very impressive visually. 

We cannot verify the Official time

02/06/21 101.3C+ FT HSA

ARCTIC ROLL was never doing much in this slow five 

furlong move, opening 3/8 in 38.2, not asked, but not 

going anywhere in 104.3, had to make anything of this

01/31/21 104.3C+ FT HSA

ARCTIC ROLL wore blinkers for her half-mile work, we 

picked her up nearing the 1/4 pole, crossing midstretch in 

11.4, ridden along to the wire in 23.4, galloping out down 

to the 7/8 pole in 37.0, a decent work, though made to do 

it. We cannot verify the Official time.

01/16/21 47.2B- FT HSA

ARCTIC ROLL wore blinkers for this half-mile work, we 

had the final 3/8 in 12.2, crossing midstretch in 24.2, up at 

the wire in 36.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

50.0, a decent move while likely going a bit slower than 

given.

01/10/21 48.2B- FT HSA

JETOVATOR (B-) working with NOBLE HEARTED (B-

) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, NBOLE 

HEARTED inside; The pair went off in 24.1, neither 

asked to the wire in 48.3, JETOVATOOR up there, a 

decent work. NOBLE HEARTED continued solo down to 

the 7/8 pole in 101.2, a decent work as well.

NOBLE HEARTED 02/11/21 101.2B- FT HSA

DREAM SHAKE (B), NOBLE HEARTED (B) and 

POWERFULATTRACTION (C+) working together - 

This trio left the 1/2 mile pole, NOBLE HEARTED inside 

of DREAM SHAKE, who wore blinkers, with 

POWERFULATTRACTION starting three lengths 

behind; The threesome maintained their positions in 12.3, 

NOBLE HEARTED slipped away around the far turn, 

then the top pair came back together passing the 1/4 pole 

in 24.3, POWERFULATTRACTION inched a length 

closer in 24.2, DREAM SHAKE and NOBLE HEARTED 

then drew well clear neither asked to the wire in 48.1, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.4, a good work 

for both. POWEFULATTRACTION was lightly urged, 

falling well back in 48.4, galloping out well behind her 

mates, a so-so work. We are not sire why NOBLE 

HEARTED received a five furlong clocking?

12/26/20 101.0B FT HSA

CANADIAN PRIDE (B-) working with NOBEL 

HEARTED (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 

pole, NOBLE HEARTED starting one length in front; The 

pair were together passing the 1/4 pole, 37.3 for 

CANADIAN PRIDE, 37.4 for NOBLE HEARTED, 

neither were asked at all, CANADIAN PRIDE a head up 

at the wire in 102.4, a decent work. NOBLE HEARTED 

was up in 103.0, decent enough as well.

12/14/20 103.0B- FT HSA

ROCKING REDHEAD went easily in this five furlong 

move, going off in 12.2, 24.3, 36.3, not asked in 101.1, a 

decent work

ROCKING REDHEAD 02/14/21 101.1B- FT HSA

ROCKING REDHEAD went off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

opening 1/4 in 23.4, not asked in 48.2, a decent work.

02/05/21 48.2B- FT HSA

NEW DRAMA (B-) working with ROCKING REDHEAD 

(B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together in 

this five furlong work, we had the final 1/4 of this work, 

ROCKING REDHEAD inside, neither asked in 24.2, 

decent for both. We cannot verify the Official Times.

01/28/21 101.1B- FT HSA

GO BIG BLUE NATION wore a Figure 8 for this half-

mile move, opening 1/4 in 25.2, not asked in 49.4, a 

decent work

GO BIG BLUE NATION 02/13/21 49.4B- FT HSA

GO BIG BLUE NATION went easily throughout this 

maintenance half-mile spin, wearing a Figure 8, final time 

of 49.3, just a leg stretcher

02/05/21 49.3B- FT HSA
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GO BIG BLUE NATION (B) working with CELLAR 

DOOR (C+) - This duo from different barns hooked in 

together, CELLAR DOOR coming out of the gate solo, 

wearing blinkers, breaking very awkwardly, gathering 

herself up in 13.1, she had to go around BIG BLUE 

NATION as that one was on her way to the 1/2 mile pole, 

three lengths ahead in 25.2, she was 1 1/2 lengths in front 

passing the 3/8 pole in 37.1, GO BIG BLUE NATION in 

11.3, then 'NATION came though inside of her and ran 

right on by around the far turn, three lengths clear passing 

the 1/4 pole in 23.0, CELLAR DOOR in 49.3, GO BIG 

BLUE NATION continued to move strongly in the 

stretch, never asked in 47.1, a good work for the turf 

femme, who continues to work better than she trains. 

CELLAR DOOR was not asked when up in 102.2, a so-so 

work for the comebacking $525K comebacking six-year-

old maiden, who has been a bust

GO BIG BLUE NATION 01/14/21 47.1B FT HSA

APPLECROSS went easily in this half-mile maintenance 

spin over the training track, sans blinkers, opening 1/4 in 

25.3, not asked in 51.0, just a leg stretcher

APPLECROSS (IRE) 02/15/21 51.0M FT HSA

APPLECROSS went easily in this five furlong 

maintenance spin over the training track, going off in a 

canter, splits of 13.3, 26.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 39.0, 

not asked in 104.0, just a leg stretcher

02/06/21 103.4M FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

APPLECROSS went easily over the training track, 

opening 1/4 in 25.0, not asked in 49.4, a decent move

APPLECROSS (IRE) 01/17/21 49.3B- FT HSA

APPLECROSS went an easy half-mile in this maintenance 

spin over the training track, going off in 13.1, 25.4, not 

asked a drop in 51.0, just a leg stretcher

01/09/21 50.4M FT HSA

BESTRELLA (B-) working with JIBBER JABBER (C+) - 

This team went together formt he 5/8 pole, we picked 

them up at the 4 1/2 furlong marker, JIBBER JABBER 

three lengths up there, BESTRELLA made up a length by 

the time we started clocking from the 1/2 mile pole, 

BESTRELLA was one length back at the 3/8 pole in 12.2, 

JIBBER JABBER in 12.3, they were together passing the 

1/4 pole in 24.3 for BESTRELLA, 25.0 for JIBBER 

JABBER, BESTRELLA was best in the stretch, not asked 

much, getting a head in front at the wire in 49.2, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.2, an ok work. JIBBER 

JABBER received a whip, lightly urged in 49.4, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.4, just ok. We did not see 

them break off, so we cannot verify the Official Times or 

how far in front JIBBER JABBER actually broke off.

BESTRELLA (IRE) 02/08/21 102.1B- FT HSA

BESTRELLA (B-) working with BLAME THE QUEEN 

(C ) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, we 

picked them at the 3/8 pole, BLAME THE QUEEN a 

length in front of BESTRELLA, who wore a Figure 8; 

The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 12.4 for 

BESTRELLA, 13.0 for BLAME THE QUEEN, they 

remained close passing the 1/8 pole, 25.0 for 

BESTRELLA, 25.1 for BLAME THE QUEEN, 

BESTRELLA then opened up to the wire in 37.3, lightly 

asked continuing solo down to the 7/8 pole in 50.0, a 

decent work. BLAME THE QUEEN was urged, left back 

in 38.3, not impressive. We cannot verify the Official 

times

01/11/21 50.4B- FT HSA

BESTRELLA (C+) working with NICOLE GRACE 

(C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, both 

horses wearing Figure 8's, BESTRELLA wearing 

earmuffs inside; The pair maintained their positions in 

12.3, NOBLE GRACE got even in 24.3, 36.3, 

BESTRELLA in 24.4, 36.4, they stayed together to deep 

stretch, then BESTELLA was lightly urged late, edging a 

length clear again in 101.3, for both, NICOLE GRACE 

not asked, but shortening stride, galloping out together 

down to the 7/8 pole, NICOLE GRACE getting even in 

115.4, BESTRELLA in 116.0, just ok for both.

01/01/21 101.4C+ FT HSA

BESTRELLA (B-) working with GRANADA FLAVOR 

(C ) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

BESTRELLA wearing a Figure 8 starting two lengths in 

front of GRANADA FLAVOR, who wore earmuffs; 

GRANADA FLAVOR made up ground in 12.2, 24.3, 

BESTRELLA in 12.3, 24.4, BESTRELLA inched away 

crossing midstretch in 37.2, the same two lengths in front 

of GRANADA FLAVOR in 37.2, BESTRELLA pulled 

further clear to the wire, not asked in 50.0, a decent work. 

GRANADA FLAVOR was lightly urged, falling back in 

50.2, a so-so work.

12/21/20 50.0B- FT HSA

2nd Race 6 Furlongs Dirt

SWIFT AS I AM (B-) working with BOLU (C+) - This 

duo from different barns went together from the 5/8 pole 

in this planned work, SWIFT AS I AM starting 3/4 length 

in front of BOLU, who wore blinkers; The pair 

maintained their positions in 12.4, 25.0, they were closer 

passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, SWIFT AS I AM was lightly 

niggled in the stretch, finishing 1 3/4 length in front in 

101.4, galloping out well in front, a decent work. BOLU 

was urged fairly hard in the stretch, second best in 102.0, 

falling back on the gallop out, a so-so work at best. We 

are not sure why the Official clockers gave them the same 

time.

SWIFT AS I AM 02/13/21 101.4B- FT HSA
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SWIFT AS I AM went a half-mile over a "good" track, 

fractions of 12.1, 24.2, crossing midstretch in 37.0, lightly 

niggled to the wire in 49.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole on 102.3, an ok work.

SWIFT AS I AM 01/30/21 49.3B- GD HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SWIFT AS I AM looked ok this week, opening 1/4 in 25.1 

not asked in 49.3, an ok work.

SWIFT AS I AM 01/11/21 49.3B- FT HSA

SWIFT AS I AM went off from the 5/8 pole, opening 3/8 

in 36.0, lightly asked, tiring late in 100.4, just ok.

12/21/20 100.3C+ FT HSA

SABUDA showed high speed in this half-mile move, 

splits of 11.2, 22.3, not asked in 46.3, a good work for the 

improving Cal-bred, who will try restricted starters next

SABUDA 02/13/21 46.2B FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAGICAL THOUGHT (B-) working with ME LIKEY 

(C+) - This team came out of the gate together, both 

wearing blinkers, MAGICAL THOUGHT inside; The pair 

broke fine, splits of 13.0, 24.4, 36.2, 48.2, MAGICAL 

THOUGHT was lightly tapped, pulling a length clear in 

100.3, galloping out far in front to the wire in 114.2, a 

decent work for her new barn. ME LIKEY was lugging in 

and tapped a bit in 100.4, galloping far behind in 116.1, a 

so-so work. We are not sure why they received the same 

time?

ME LIKEY 02/06/21 100.1C+ FT HGSA

HOT ROD CHARLIE (B-) working with ME LIKEY 

(C+) - This team went six furlongs from the 5/8 pole over 

this dull main track, ME LIKEY starting three lengths in 

front; The pair maintained their positions in 13.0, HOT 

ROD CHARLIE made up a length in 25.3, 38.2, ME 

LIKEY in 25.4, 38.3, HOT ROD CHARLIE was not 

asked, getting by his workmate at the wire, 1/2 length in 

front in 103.1, ME LIKEY hand ridden and tapped 1/2 

length back in 103.4, they continued together down to the 

7/8 pole, HOT ROD CHARLIE lightly urged when up in 

116.1, an ok stamina building move. ME LIKEY was 

hand ridden and tapped, up in 116.4, a so-so work.

01/22/21 117.0C+ FT HSA

CIRCLE OF HONOR (B-) working with ME LIKEY (B-

) - This duo from different barns came out of the gate 

together, CIRCLE OF HONOR inside; The pair broke ok, 

fractions of 12.4, 24.1, 36.0, ME LIKEY not asked, 

CIRCLE OF HONOR lightly asked when up in 48.4, both 

galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 102.1, ok for both. Not 

sure why ME LIKEY received a five furlong time?

01/15/21 102.2B- FT HGSA

ME LIKEY (C+) working with RESPECTFULLY (C+) - 

This team came out of the gate together, ME LIKEY 

wearing blinkers inside; The pair broke fine, together 

through fractions of 13.0, 25.0, 37.1, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 50.0, neither asked much, up at the 1/8 pole in 102.2, 

ME LIKEY a neck in front, galloping out to the wire, ME 

LIKEY 3/4 length in front in 116.1, just ok for both.

01/08/21 102.3C+ FT HGSA

ME LIKEY (B-) working with RESPECTFULLY (B-) - 

This team came out of the gate together, 

RESPECTFULLY inside of ME LIKEY, who wore 

blinkers; The pair broke fine, together in 12.3, 24.1, 36.0, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 48.1, ME LIKEY was lightly asked 

to finish just in front in 100.4, RESPECTFULLY not 

asked much, ME LIKEY galloping out in front to the wire 

in 115.2, RESPECTFULLY in 116.0, a decent work for 

both.

01/01/21 100.2B- FT HGSA

ME LIKEY (C+) working with PLUM SEXY (C+) - This 

team came out of the gate together, ME LIKEY wearing 

blinkers inside; The pair broke fine, together in 13.0, 24.4, 

36.3, PLUM SEXY was lightly tapped several times 

passing the 1/4 pole in 49.1, neither asked much, but 

neither doing much when up at the 1/8 pole in 102.0, 

galloping out to the wire in 116.0, just ok for both.

12/27/20 101.3C+ FT HGSA

FOUND MY BALL (C+) working with ME LIKEY (C ) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, FOUND MY 

BALL inside; The pair went off in 12.2, 24.1, passing the 

1/4 pole in 36.2., FOUND MY BALL edged clear in 

upper stretch, then was never asked, waiting on his 

workmate late in 102.1, final 1/4 in 25.4, easily best, but 

just ok. ME LIKEY was hand ridden to get closer again, 

urged near the wire, 3/4 length back in 102.1, not 

impressive.

12/20/20 102.1C FT HSA

FOUND MY BALL (B-) working with ME LIKEY (C+) - 

This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole over this 

deep main track, FOUND MY BALL inside; The pair 

went off in 12.4, 25.2, FOUND MY BALL was not asked, 

pulling a length clear in 49.3, a decent work. ME LIKEY 

was urged, dropping back in 49.4, so-so at best. The 

Official Clockers flip lopped these two, FOUND MY 

BALL was best and should have received the faster time.

12/13/20 49.3C+ FT HSA
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HOCKEY DAD looked modest in this six furlong gate 

work, breaking fine, splits of 12.4, 25.0, 37.1, tapped 

while slowing badly around the far turn, passing the 1/4 

pole in 50.2, crossing midstretch in 103.1, lightly urged to 

the wire in 116.0, a so-so work for the recent maiden 

breaking son of Nyquist, who will need to do better than 

this.

HOCKEY DAD 02/13/21 103.1C FT HGSA

HOCKEY DAD (B-) working with I WILL NOT (B-) - 

This team wore blinkers for their slow half-mile move, I 

WILL NOT inside; HOCKEY DAD had a slight 

advantage as the duo went off slowly in 12.4, 25.4, they 

were together crossing midstretch in 38.1, neither asked at 

all to the wire in 50.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole 

in 103.4, an easy move for both.

02/07/21 50.4B- FT HSA

HOCKEY DAD went off from the 1/2 mile pole, niggled 

early in 11.3, around the far turn in 23.3, asked crossing 

midstretch in 36.0, urged to the wire in 48.2, the was very 

erratic on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole, getting out 

badly, the rider had to smack him, up in 102.3, a so-so 

work.

02/01/21 48.3B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOCKEY DAD (B-) working with D K'S CROWN (C+) - 

This team came out of the gate together, HOCKEY DAD 

wearing blinkers inside; The pair broke fine, fractions of 

12.3, 24.2, 36.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 48.2, then 

HOCKEY DAD was best late, inching a length clear in 

101.1, a bit slower than given, D K'S CROWN drifting out 

in upper stretch, falling back in 101.2, also slower than 

given, HOCKEY DAD well in front galloping out to the 

wire in 116.1, a decent work, D K'S CROWN galloping 

out in 117.4, a so-so work. We are not sure why the 

Official Clockers gave them the same time?

HOCKEY DAD 01/15/21 100.3B- FT HGSA

D K'S CROWN (B-), HOMEHOME (B-) and HOCKEY 

DAD (C+) working together - This trio came out of the 

gate together, HOMEHOME inside, D K'S CROWN 

between horses with HOCKEY DAD wearing blinkers 

outside; D K'S CROWN popped the gate to lead at once 

then was 1/2 length in front of HOMEHOME in 12.4, 

HOCKEY DAD off a bit slowly one length back in 13.0, 

D K'S CROWN held a 1/2 length lead in 24.1, 35.4, 48.1, 

HOMEHOME 1/2 length back inside, HOCKEY DAD 

being lightly urged three-wide, D K'S CROWN remained 

just in front in the stretch, up in 101.1, then galloping out 

well in front to the wire in 115.4, not a bad work. 

HOMEHOME was slightly second best in 101.1, falling 

back on the gallop out in 117.0, an ok work. HOCKEY 

DAD was lightly urged, failing to switch leads, 1/2 

lengths back in 101.1, galloping out to the wire in 116.4, 

so-so work.

01/08/21 100.4C+ FT HGSA

3rd Race 6 Furlongs Turf

RED LARK (B-) working with BLAME THE QUEEN (C 

) - This team took a long run to the 1/2 mile pole, BLAME 

THE QUEEN starting the work five lengths in front of 

RED LARK, who wore earmuffs. RED LARK made up a 

lot of ground right away in 12.2, one back passing the 1/4 

pole in 25.1, BLAME THE QUEEN in 13.0, 26.0, they 

were together crossing midstretch, 38.0 for RED LARK, 

39.0 for BLAME THE QUEEN, RED LARK pulled two 

lengths clear at the wire in 50.2, galloping out a mile in 

front down to the 7/8 pole in 103.4, a decent work. 

BLAME THE QUEEN was lightly asked, outrun in 51.4, 

not impressive.

BLAME THE QUEEN 02/11/21 52.0C FT HSA

BLAME THE QUEEN (C ) working with 

LALALANDHELLRAISER (D+) - This team went 

together over a dull main track, 

LALALANDHELLRAISER starting three lengths in 

front; BLAME THE QUEEN was not asked, going by her 

workmate in 105.1, a mile best, but unimpressive. 

LALALANDHELLRAISER was asked, outrun in 106.0, 

absolutely horrible

01/22/21 105.2C FT HSA
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BESTRELLA (B-) working with BLAME THE QUEEN 

(C ) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, we 

picked them at the 3/8 pole, BLAME THE QUEEN a 

length in front of BESTRELLA, who wore a Figure 8; 

The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 12.4 for 

BESTRELLA, 13.0 for BLAME THE QUEEN, they 

remained close passing the 1/8 pole, 25.0 for 

BESTRELLA, 25.1 for BLAME THE QUEEN, 

BESTRELLA then opened up to the wire in 37.3, lightly 

asked continuing solo down to the 7/8 pole in 50.0, a 

decent work. BLAME THE QUEEN was urged, left back 

in 38.3, not impressive. We cannot verify the Official 

times

BLAME THE QUEEN 01/11/21 52.0C FT HSA

BLAME THE QUEEN (C+) working with GRANADA 

FLAVOR (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 

mile pole, GRANADA FLAVOR wearing earmuffs, 

starting two lengths in front; BLAME THE QUEEN 

moved closer in 12.3, then was even passing the 1/4 pole 

in 25.1, GRANADA FLAVOR in 12.4, 25.3, they were 

together crossing midstretch, 37.3 for BLAME THE 

QUEEN, 38.0 for GRANADA FLAVOR, who inched a 

length clear again at the wire, getting the slower tome of 

50.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 105.3, slightly 

best, but so-so. BLAME THE QUEEN gave ground late in 

50.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 105.3, not very 

impressive. We are not sure why the Official Clockers 

gave them the same time?

01/02/21 50.3C+ FT HSA

LALALANDHELLRAISER (B-) working with BLAME 

THE QUEEN (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 

mile pole, LALALANDHELLRAISER inside; We picked 

them up together passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, 

LALALANDHELLRAISER was not asked, edging a 

length clear in 49.3, an ok work. BLAME THE QUEEN 

was lightly asked, falling back in 49.4, just ok.

12/19/20 49.4C+ FT HSA

WILSON MONK (B) working with TONY ANN (B-) - 

This team of unraced horses came out of the gate together, 

both wearing blinkers, WILSON MONK inside with 

Gonzalez; TONY ANN broke well, WILSON MONK 

broke quite slowly, then rushing up to get even in 12.3, 

WILSON MONK sped away in 24.1, 35.3, TONY ANN 

chasing in 24.3, 36.1, WILSON MONK was waiting for 

his workmate to catch up, 1 1/2 lengths in front passing 

the 1/4 pole in 48.0, TONY ANN, tapped and asked in 

48.1, WILSON MONK was niggled, 3/4 length in front 

when up in 100.2, galloping out two lengths in front to the 

wire in 11.3,4 a good work for the five-year-old Cal-bred 

Midnight Lute homebred, who has obviously had a lot of 

problems and needs to break much better, but ha s a lot of 

run. TONY ANN was asked, 3/4 length back in 100.2, 

falling back again on the gallop out to the wire in 114.1, 

an ok work for the homebred Cairo Prince filly.

TONY ANN 02/13/21 100.1B- FT HGSA

SHE SHOT ME DOWN (C+) working with SHORE 

BREAK (C ) - This team wore blinkers for this five 

furlong training track, SHORE BREAK just in front  

inside; The pair went off in 12.1, 24.2, passing the 1/4 

pole with SHORE BREAK just in front in 36.2, SHE 

SHOT ME DOWN was lightly urged, pulling 3/4 length in 

front in a slowing 102.3, best, but so-so. SHORE BREAK 

was urged, receiving a whip, second best, not impressive.

SHORE BREAK (IRE) 02/14/21 102.4C FT HSA

SHE SHOT ME DOWN (B-) working with SHORE 

BREAK (C+) - This team went five furlongs together over 

the training track, we had the final 1/2 of this work, both 

wearing blinkers, SHORE BREAK inside; The pair went 

12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, SHE SHOT ME 

DOWN was lightly asked, pulling 1/2 length clear in 48.4, 

galloping out in front, a decent work. SHORE BREAK 

was niggled, falling back late in 48.4, just ok.

02/08/21 48.3C+ FT HSA

SHE SHOT ME DOWN (B-) working with SHORE 

BREAK (B-) - This team wore blinkers for this half-mile 

training track, SHORE BREAK inside; The pair went 

quickly, splits of 11.3, 23.0, both horses urged and tapped 

in the stretch, final time of 48.0, ok for both.

02/02/21 47.3B- FT HSA

SHE SHOT ME DOWN (C+) working with SHORE 

BREAK (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, we had the final 1/4, SHORE BREAK inside of SHE 

SHOT ME DOWN, who wore blinkers, SHE SHOT ME 

DOWN was a bit best, but neither looked all that good in 

24.4, just ok this week. We cannot verify the Official 

Time.

01/27/21 50.4C+ FT HSA
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SHE SHOT ME DOWN (B) working with SHORE 

BREAK (B-) - This team wore blinkers for their training 

track work, we had them going a full half-mile, SHORE 

BREAK inside; The pair went off in 12.1, 23.3, SHE 

SHOT ME DOWN was going easier late, not asked, 

appearing best in 48.1, a  good work. SHORE BREAK 

was niggled a bit near the wire, second best, a but a decent 

move.

SHORE BREAK (IRE) 01/20/21 35.4B- FT HSA

SHE SHOT ME DOWN (B-) working with SHORE 

BREAK (C+) - This team went together over the training 

track, taking a very long run to the 3/8 pole, (they worked 

closer to a 1/2 mile than three furlongs), SHE SHOT ME 

DOWN wearing blinkers inside; SHE SHOT ME DOWN 

opened up around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in a 

fast 11.1, SHORE BREAK in 11.3, SHE SHOT ME 

DOWN was waiting in the stretch, not asked, finishing 1 

1/2 lengths in front in 36.3, a decent work for sure. 

SHORE BREAK was urged to deep stretch then not asked 

late in 36.4, a so-so work.

01/13/21 36.3C+ FT HSA

SHE SHOT ME DOWN (B-) working with SHORE 

BREAK (B-) - This team went together over the training 

track, SHORE BREAK inside of SHE SHOT ME DOWN, 

who wore blinkers; The pair went off quickly, passing the 

1/4 pole in 11.3, both horses were hand ridden through the 

stretch, SHE SHOT ME DOWN hit once late, up in 36.0, 

better than usual for both, who looked ok here.

01/07/21 36.1B- FT HSA

MAMIE VAN D (C ) working with SHORE BREAK (C 

) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

SHORE BREAK inside; The pair were asked to show 

speed in 23.3, neither had anything left, tiring badly under 

urging in 50.1, neither impressive.

12/31/20 50.1C FT HSA

MULHOLLAND HIGHWAY (C+) working with SHORE 

BREAK (C ) - This team went together over the training 

track, MULHOLLAND HIGHWAY inside; the pair went 

off in 38.0, MULHOLLAND HIGHWAY  was not asked 

much, best of the duo in 103.3, just ok. SHORE BREAK 

was urged to keep up, second best, hard to like this.

12/24/20 103.3C FT HSA

PRANCE (C ) working with SHORE BREAK (C ) - This 

team went together over the training track, SHORE 

BREAK starting one length in front; The pair maintained 

their positions in 13.1, 25.4, PRANCE got even into the 

far turn, together passing the 1/4 pole, PRANCE in 37.2, 

SHORE BREAK in 37.3, both horses were asked and 

tapped through the stretch, not offering much response, 

final times of 103.1 for PRANCE, 103.2 for SHORE 

BREAK, neither good here.

12/17/20 103.2C FT HSA

GHOSTLY GAL went easily in this half-mile 

maintenance spin, going off in 12.4, not asked in 50.1, just 

a leg stretcher.

GHOSTLY GAL 02/14/21 50.1M FT HSA

GHOSTLY GAL was asked for a good work, opening 3/8 

in 36.2, urged along, but responding in 100.1, final 1/4 in 

23.4, a decent work, but made to do it

02/07/21 100.1B- FT HSA

GHOSTLY GAL (C+) working with MEDUSA'S GAZE 

(C+) - This duo from different barns went together in this 

planned five furlong work, GHOSTLY GAL inside of 

MEDUSA'S GAZE, who wore blinkers; The pair went off 

in 25.2, 38.0, neither asked in102.4, just ok for both.

01/27/21 103.1C+ FT HSA

GHOSTLY GAL (C+) working with JUST DISTORTED 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

fractions of 12.1, 24.1, both horses were hard urged, 

appearing to be doing their very best in 48.3, so-so this 

week for both

01/17/21 48.3C+ FT HSA

GHOSTLY GAL worked in a Wong saddle and Mulhall 

blinkers in this half-mile move, going off in 12.4, 25.0, the 

rider stood straight up in the saddle crossing midstretch in 

37.0, lightly urged with the rider still standing up to the 

wire in 49.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.4, 

an ok work.

01/10/21 49.3B- FT HSA

NOBU went easily in this half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 

24.4. not asked in 49.3, an ok work

NOBU 02/13/21 49.3B- FT HSA

DAMN THE TORPEDOES (B-) working with NOBU 

(C+) - This team came out of the gate together, NOBU 

inside; The pair broke fine, DAMN THE TORPEDOES 

1/2 length up early in 12.2, they were together in 24.1, 

36.1, DAMN THE TORPEDOES was not asked, 1 1/2 

lengths in front when up at the 1/4 pole in 49.1, galloping 

out to the 1/8 pole three lengths in front in 103.3, an ok 

work. NOBU fell back in 49.2, galloping out behind in 

104.1, a so-so work. We are not sure why the Official 

Clockers gave them the same time?

01/31/21 49.0C+ FT HGSA

DAMN THE TORPEDOES (B-) working with NOBU (C 

) - This team went together over the dull main track, 

DAMN THE TORPEDOES inside; The pair went off in 

36.3, DAMN THE TORPEDOES was not asked, pulling 

clear in 101.0, a decent work. NOBU was urged, no match 

in 101.3, not impressive.

01/22/21 101.3C FT HSA

NOBU went easily in this five furlong spin, opening 3/8 in 

36.1. not asked at all in 100.4, a decent work.

01/09/21 100.4B- FT HSA
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NOBU was making a ton of noise in this half-mile work, 

not asked in 50.0, but roaring through the stretch, the 

noise is of big concern.

NOBU 12/20/20 50.0C+ FT HSA

ASTUTE (B-), EXPLOSIVE (B-) and ISN'T SHE 

LOVELY (B-) working together - This trio went together 

from the 1/2 mile pole, EXPLOSIVE inside of ASTUTE 

with ISN'T SHE LOVELY starting five lengths behind; 

The threesome maintained their positions passing the 1/4 

pole in a fast 22.3, ISN'T SHE LOVELY was hard urged, 

splitting horses to get even in 46.0, really made to do it, 

ASTUTE and EXPLOSIVE lightly urged, up at the wire 

in 47.0, ISN'T SHE LOVELY was hard urged while 

slowing down to the 7/8 pole in 59.4, ASTURE and 

EXPLOSIVE galloping out, staying together in100.4, 

decent for all three

ISN'T SHE LOVELY 02/12/21 59.4B- FT HSA

ISN'T SHE LOVELY looked good this week, final time of 

47.4, final furlong in 12.1, not asked, a nice work

02/05/21 47.4B FT HSA

ISN'T SHE LOVELY finished well in this five furlong 

move, going off in 12.4, 25.2, 37.2, not asked in101.2, 

final 1/4 in 24.0, a decent work.

01/10/21 101.2B- FT HSA

ISN'T SHE LOVELY (C+) working with MESSINA (C ) - 

This went together from the 5/8 pole MESSINA starting 

two lengths in front from the 5/8 pole; ISN'T SHE 

LOVEY nearly got even in 12.1, MESSINA in 12.3, the 

pair ran right on by the separate working 

PRINCEOFTHENORTH into the far turn, getting two 

lengths clear in 23.4 for ISN'T SHE LOVELY, 24.1 for 

MESSINA,  ISN'T SHE LUCKY and MESSINA 

remained together passing the 1/4 pole, 35.4 for ISN'T 

SHE LOVELY, 36.1 for MESSINA, ISN'T SHE LUCKY 

was lightly asked, going much easier to the wire in a 

slowing in 101.3, final 1/4 in 25.4, best, but so-so. 

MESSINA was urged the entire stretch in 102.0, not 

impressive at all.

12/24/20 101.3C+ FT HSA

ISN'T SHE LOVELY (B-) working with TROUBADOUR 

(B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

both wearing blinkers, ISN'T SHE LOVELY starting two 

lengths in front; TROUBADOUR got even quickly in 

11.4, 23.3, ISN'T SHE LOVELY in 121, 23.4, they were 

even crossing midstretch in 35.3, ISN'T SHE LOVELY in 

36.0, neither asked to the wire, 48.0 for TROUBADOUR, 

48.2 for ISN'T SHE LOVELY, who galloped out in front 

down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, TROUBABOUR in 101.3, 

a decent work for both.

12/17/20 48.0B- FT HSA

TECOVA (B-), HONEY JAR (C+) and WARBIRD (C ) 

working together- This trio came out of the gate together, 

WARBIRD inside, HONEY JAR between horses with 

TECOVA outside; The threesome broke ok, HONEY JAR 

and TECOVA leading in 12.3, 24.0, 35.4, WARBIRD 

dropping back in 12.4, 24.2, 36.2, TECOVA and HONEY 

JAR was niggled coming to the 1/4 pole in 47.3, 

WARBIRD hand ridden in 48.1, TECOVA appeared a bit 

best, asked along in 100.2, an ok work. HONEY JAR was 

urged, failing to switch leads in 100.2, a so-so work. 

WARBIRD was urged, never getting closer in 101.0, not 

impressive.

HONEY JAR 02/13/21 100.2C+ FT HGSA

HONEY JAR did not look good in this five furlong work, 

wearing a Figure 8, opening 3/8 in 37.2, urged along in 

102.1, not overly impressive

02/05/21 102.1C+ FT HSA

A REAL HERO (C+) working with HONEY JAR (C+) - 

This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, 

HONEY JAR inside; The pair went off in 12.2, 24.2, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, HONEY JAR was whacked 

hard into the stretch, then tapped along as she would not 

change leads, both horses asked the final furlong, HONEY 

JAR just in front at the wire in 102.0, a so-so work for 

both.

01/28/21 102.0C+ FT HSA

HONEY JAN wore a Figure 8 for this moderate five 

furlong work, splits of 13.0, 25.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

37.0, she was late switching leads, the rider had to break 

her over and make her do it, then hand ride to the wire, up 

in 102.4, a so-so work.

01/21/21 102.4C+ FT HSA

LADY MACARENA (B-) working with HONEY JAR 

(C+) - This team of unraced three-year-old fillies went 

together from the 5/8 pole, both wearing Figure 8's, 

HONEY JAR inside; The pair showed good speed, splits 

of 12.0, 23.3, LADY MACARENA getting just in front 

around the far turn, HONEY JAR lightly urged to stay 

close in 35.4, LADY MACARENA appeared able to pull 

well clear at any point had the rider wanted, not asked, to 

the wire in 101.4, slowing a bit through a 26.0, final 1/4, 

galloping out in 116.1, not a bad work for the $17K RNA 

daughter of Uncle Mo, who obviously has some issues, 

but seems to have some ability. HONEY JAR was asked 

in the stretch second best in 102.0, getting back even on 

the gallop out, just so-so for the homebred Kantharos filly, 

who appears a maiden claiming type.

01/14/21 102.0C+ FT HSA

HONEY JAR looked modest in this half-mile, we had the 

final 1/4 of this work in 13.1, a bit late switching leads, 

lightly urged in 25.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

52.0, just an ok work.

01/07/21 52.3C+ FT HSA
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HONEY JAR (B-) working with LADY MACARENA (C 

) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

HONEY JAR inside; The pair went off in 24.2, HONEY 

JAR was not asked, pulling clear in 48.3, a decent work. 

LADY MACARENA was urged, falling back in 49.0, a so-

so work.

HONEY JAR 12/31/20 48.3B- FT HSA

LADY MACARENA (B-) working with HONEY JAR 

(C+) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went a half-

mile together, both wearing Figure 8's, opening 1/4 in 

25.1. LADY MACARENA was going easiest late, up in 

50.0, a decent work for the $17K RNA Uncle Mo filly, 

who obviously has some issue, but seemed ok here. 

HONEY JAR was lightly niggled, a bit second best, just 

ok at this stage for the Kantharos homebred.

12/23/20 50.0C+ FT HSA

4th Race 6½ Furlongs Dirt

THE ROAN RANGER went off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

urged late through even splits of 24.3 for a 49.1 final 

clocking, but made to do it, a so-so work

THE ROAN RANGER 02/11/21 49.2C+ FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE ROAN RANGER did not impress in this five furlong 

drill, opening 3/8 in 36.4, urged and hit a couple of times, 

struggling late in 102.4, not a good drill.

THE ROAN RANGER 01/20/21 102.4C FT HSA

MR. VERRACITY (B-), QUESTION AUTHORITY (B-), 

BIG COUPE (C+) and FLASHIEST (C+) working 

together - This quartet from different barns hooked in 

together during a busy time in the a.m., BIG COUPE and 

FLASHIEST breaking off from the 5/8 pole, opening 

furlong in 13.0, they were seven lengths in front of MR. 

VERRACITY, who was two lengths in front of 

QUESTION AUTHORITY going off from the 1/2 mile 

pole; MR VERRACITY and QUESTION AUTHORITY 

made up ground early, maintaining heir positions in 11.4, 

23.4, BIG COUPE and FLASHIEST in 25.2, 37.3, 

QUESTION AUTHORITY was urged to get even with 

MR. VERRACITY, both catching the top pair at the wire, 

final times of 47.3 for QUESTION AUTHORITY, a 

decent work, but made to do it, 48.0 for MR. 

VERRACITY, decent for him, 102.2 for BIG COUPE and 

FLASHIEST, neither asked, but neither doing much

BIG COUPE 02/15/21 102.2C+ FT HSA

BIG COUPE (C+) working with SUPERSONIC FLYER 

(C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

SUPERSONIC FLYER inside; The pair went off in 24.2, 

37.0, neither asked, but neither doing much in 102.1, we 

will follow as they get more serious.

02/07/21 102.0C+ FT HSA

BIG COUPE (B-) working with SUPERSONIC FLYER 

(B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

SUPERSONIC FLYER inside; The pair went off in 37.0, 

neither asked in 101.3, a decent work for both.

01/31/21 101.3B- FT HSA

BIG COUPE (C+) working with SUPERSONIC FLYER 

(C+) - This team went together over the dull main track, 

SUPERSONIC FLYER inside; The pair went off in 38.0 

neither asked, neither doing much in 103.1, hard to make 

anything of this.

01/22/21 103.0C+ FT HSA

BIG COUPE (B-) working with SUPERSONIC FLYER 

(B-) - This team went easily in their five furlong work, 

BIG COUPE inside, opening 3/8 in 37.0, neither asked at 

all in 102.2, ok for both.

01/15/21 102.2B- FT HSA

NAISMITH (B), BENDER (B-), SUPERSONIC FLYER 

(C+) and BIG COUPE (C+) working together - This 

quartet from different barns hooked in together, BIG 

COUPE wearing blinkers broke off from the 5/8 pole 

inside SUPERSONIC FLYER; The pair went off in 13.0, 

they were two lengths back inside of BENDER, who was 

three-deep inside of NAISMITH, who was four-wide 

breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole; BENDER and 

NAISMITH maintained their positions in 12.2, BIG 

COUPE in 25.2, SUPERSONIC FLYER falling 1 1/2 

lengths back of his barnmate in 25.3, BENDER and 

NAISMITH were one length up passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.4, BIG COUPE and SUPERSONIC FLYER who was 

lightly urged to get back even with his barnmate in 37.3, 

the foursome were lined up across the track crossing 

midstretch, BENDER and NAISMITH in 37.1, BIG 

COUPE and SUPERSONIC FLYER in 49.4, NAISMITH 

was never asked, appearing best in 49.1, a good work. 

BENDER was tapped the final furlong, a bit second best 

in 49.1, a decent work. SUPERSONIC FLYER and BIG 

COUPE fell back three lengths the final furlong, 

SUPERSONIC FLYER not asked, getting a neck in front 

of his workmate in 102.2, just ok, BIG COUPE asked and 

tapped in 102.2, not overly impressive, they all got back 

together on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole

12/31/20 102.2C+ FT HSA

BIG COUPE (B-) working with SUPERSONIC FLYER 

(B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

BIG COUPE wearing blinkers starting 3/4 length in front; 

the pair were off in 12.1, together passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.2, crossing midstretch in 36.3, neither asked in 49.0, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.0, a decent work 

for both.

12/23/20 49.2B- FT HSA
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SUPERSONIC FLYER (B) working with BIG COUPE (B-

) - This team of unraced two-year-old Cal-breds went 

together from the 1/2 mile pole, BIG COUPE wearing 

blinkers inside; The pair went off in 12.2, 24.3, crossing 

midstretch in 36.3, the rider aboard SUPERSONIC 

FLYER was standing up on her the final furlong, able to 

draw clear, extra easy when up in 49.0, galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 102.3, a good work for the 

Vronsky filly, who can run and is a must follow. 

SUPERSONIC FLYER was lightly urged late, second 

best, but ok for the Lakerville homebred, who displayed a 

very turfy action here and should be better on the sod.

BIG COUPE 12/16/20 49.0B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MUSICAL GEM (C+) working with MOJO MAMA (C-

) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, MUSICAL 

GEM wearing a Figure 8 inside of MOJO MAMA, who 

wore blinkers; The pair went off in 24.2 MUSICAL GEM 

was 3/4 length in front passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, then 

drew well clear while niggled a bit, final time of 102,1 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.2, a so-so work. 

MOJO MAMA was asked, receiving a whip, then was late 

switching leads, falling far back in 103.3, a poor drill

MUSICAL GEM 01/16/21 102.1C+ FT HSA

MUSICAL GEM worked early in the a.m., opening 1/4 in 

24.3 pushed along while slowing in 49.4, not impressive 

this week.

01/07/21 49.4C FT HSA

SHOTGUN RIDER was not asked in this 1/2 mile pole 

spin, splits of 12.3, 25.0, crossing midstretch in 37.3, not 

asked in 50.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 104.0, 

just a leg stretcher

SHOTGUN RIDER 02/11/21 50.0M FT HSA

SHOTGUN RULER (C+) working with JUDAS (C ) - 

This duo from different barns came out of the gate 

together, JUDAS inside; Neither horse had any speed at 

all, fractions of 13.3, 25.3, 37.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

50.0, SHOTGUN RULER was lightly niggled, appearing 

best in102.4, just ok. JUDAS was urged to keep up, 

second best, not impressive.

02/04/21 102.4C+ FT HGSA

SHOTGUN RUNNER (C+) working with SWEET MEG 

(C-) - This team came out of the gate together, 

SHOTGUN RUNNER inside; The pair broke ok, fractions 

of 12.3, 24.3, 37.1, SHOTGUN RINNER pulled clear 

when up in 50.0, much, much slower than given, a so-so 

work. SWEET MEG was lightly asked, falling apart in 

50.4, a terrible drill. Not sure where the Official Clockers 

got these times from??

01/28/21 48.3C+ FT HGSA

SHOTGUN RIDER looked so-so in this half-mile work, 

urged along in 49.1, doing his best, a modest drill this 

week

01/21/21 49.0C+ FT HSA

SHOTGUN RIDER went off from the 5/8 pole in this easy 

maintenance spin, splits of 12.2, 24.4, 37.3, crossing 

midstretch in 50.1, not asked in 103.0, just a leg stretcher.

01/14/21 103.0M FT HSA

SHOTGUN RIDER was not asked in this half-mile move, 

opening 1/4 in 24.2. not asked, but slowing late in 49.2, 

just ok this week.

01/07/21 49.2C+ FT HSA

PLAYING HARDBALL (C+) working with SHOTGUN 

RIDER (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, PLAYING HARDBALL starting 3/4 length in front; 

The pair went off in 13.1, neither asked, finishing as they 

started, PLAYNG HARDBALL 3/4 length in front in 

50.4, hard to make much of this.

12/31/20 50.4C+ FT HSA

EVENEREVENWORSE came out of the gate outside of a 

separate Heap trainee that broke slowly and was up early, 

outbreaking that one to lead in 12.4, four lengths clear 

when that one was up, then going on solo in 24.3, 36.1, 

niggled around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 48.2, 

not asked much, but slowing and lugging in when up in 

101.4, galloping out to the wire in 117.2, a so-so work for 

the unraced homebred Decarchy gelding, who appears a 

maiden claimer at best

EVENEREVENWORSE 02/11/21 101.4C+ FT HGSA

EVENEREVENWORSE finished ok in his first work in 

three weeks, going off in 13.0, 25.3, crossing midstretch 

in 38.0, not asked in 50.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 103.4, a bit better than the time would indicate for 

the unraced homebred Decarchy gelding, who should be 

ok with maiden claimers based on what we saw here

02/04/21 50.1B- FT HSA
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SECRET FIX (B-), EVENEREVENWORSE (C+) and 

BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE (C ) working together - This trio 

from different barns hooked in together, 

EVENEREVENWORSE breaking off from the 3/4 pole, 

crawling early in 13.3, nine lengths in front of 

BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE, wearing blinkers 1/2 length in 

front of SECRET FIX as they went off from the 5/8 pole, 

SECRET FIX and BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE made up 

steady ground in 12.3 four lengths behind 

EVENEREVENWORSE in 26.3, BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE 

put a head in front between horses as she and SECRET 

FIX passed the 3/8 pole in 24.2, EVENEREVENWORSE 

in 39.1, BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE inched away briefly 

around the far turn then the threesome were back together 

passing the 1/4 pole, 51.3 for EVENEREVENWORSE, 

36.4 for BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE and SECRET FIX, 

EVENEREVENWORSE edged away into the stretch, not 

asked when caught at the wire in 117.0, just an ok work. 

SECRET FIX was lightly niggled, getting back even on 

the outside in 102.1, an ok work. BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE 

was hard urged, falling back late in 102.3, not impressive.

EVENEREVENWORSE 01/06/21 117.0C+ FT HSA

COUSIN EDDIE (B-) working with 

EVENEREVENWORSE (B-) - This team went together 

from the 5/8 pole, EVENEREVENWORSE inside; The 

pair maintained their positions in a walking 39.1, 

COUSIN EDDIE was niggled to get even in 103.1, an ok 

work. EVENEREVENWORSE was also niggled, caught 

in 103.2, ok as well.

12/30/20 103.1B- FT HSA

COUSIN EDDIE (C+) working with 

EVENEREVENWORSE (C ) - This team of unraced Cal-

bred two-year-olds went together from the 5/8 pole, 

COUSIN EDDIE inside; The pair went off in 37.3, 

COUSIN EDDIE pulled two lengths clear in 102.4, not 

asked, but just ok for the homebred 

Eddington gelding. EVENEREVENWORSE was lightly 

asked, falling two lengths back in 103.1, not impressive 

for the homebred Decarchy gelding.

12/19/20 103.2C FT HSA

5th Race 1 ¼ Miles Turf

MAESTRO DEARTE went easily in this five furlong 

work, splits of 24.2, 36.3, not asked in 101.0, a decent 

move.

MAESTRO DEARTE 02/14/21 101.0B- FT HSA

CANADIAN PRIDE (B) working with MAESTRO 

DEARTE (B) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, MAESTRO DEARTE starting two lengths in front; 

CANADIAN PRIDE got even fairly early, passing the 1/4 

pole in 23.4, MAESTRO DEARTE in 24.1, neither were 

asked to the wire, CANADIAN PRIDE up in 47.3, a good 

work. MAESTRO DEARTE crossed the wire in 48.0, 

continuing solo down to the 7/8 pole in not asked in 100.3, 

a good work as well.

02/07/21 100.4B FT HSA

MAESTRO DEARTE (B-) working with LABOR UNION 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

MAESTRO DEARTE inside of LABOR UNION, who 

wore blinkers; The pair went off in 12.2, 24.1, 

MAESTOR DEARTE was not asked a drop, pulling 1 1/2 

lengths clear at the wire in 49.3, LABOR UNION lightly 

urged and tapped along up in 49.4, a so-so work. 

MAESTRO DEARTE continued very easily down to the 

7/8 pole in 102.4, an ok work.

01/31/21 103.0B- FT HSA

MAESTRO DEARTE (B) working with ROYAL ACT 

(B) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

ROYAL ACT inside; The pair went off in 24.0, neither 

asked to the wire in 47.4, MAESTRO DEARTE up there, 

a good work. ROYAL ACT continued solo down to the 

7/8 pole in 100.1, a good work as well.

01/23/21 47.4B FT HSA

MAESTRO DEARTE (B-) working with JETINATOR (C-

) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

MAESTRO DEARTE inside; MAESTRO DEARTE 

opened up on his workmate, not asked in 49.3, a decent 

work, JETINATOR was urged, falling far, far back, eased 

up late in 51.4. a terrible drill this week.

01/16/21 49.3B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MEASTRO DEARTE turned in even splits of 24.0 for a 

48.0 final time, not asked at all, a decent work.

MAESTRO DEARTE 12/24/20 47.4B- FT HSA

WARD 'N JERRY (B-) working with WIND AND HOPE 

(C+) - This duo from different barns hooked in together 

(sort of), WARD 'N JERRY going off from the 5/8 pole, 

splits of 12.4, 25.1, he was two lengths in front of WIND 

AND HOPE as that one broke off, WARD 'N JERRY 

slowed it down around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 

38.1, WIND AND HOPE falling further back in 13.2, 

WARD 'N JERRY was not asked in the stretch, clear in 

102.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.2, a 

decent work. WIND AND HOPE finished seven lengths 

back in 38.2, getting close on the gallop out, just ok.  

WIND AND HOPE was not on the original worktab, this 

was her that worked

WARD 'N JERRY 02/14/21 102.3B- FT HSA
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WARD 'N JERRY looked decent this week, lightly niggle 

din 100.2, final 1/2 in 48.0, not a bad work for the Cal-

bred.

WARD 'N JERRY 02/07/21 100.3B- FT HSA

HARBORED MEMORIES (B+) working with WARD 'N 

JERRY (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, WARD 'N JERRY starting three lengths in front; 

HARBORED MEMORIES moved closer passing the 1/4 

pole in 23.0, WARD 'N JERRY in 23.3, HARBORED 

MEMORIES got by in the stretch, not asked in 47.0, 

really good work, the once raced maiden seems primed for 

a big try. WARD 'N JERRY was not asked in 47.4, a 

decent work, but second best.

02/01/21 48.1B FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

WARD 'N JERRY (B-) working with MUSAWAAT 

(C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, WARD 

'N JERRY starting one length in front; The pair were 

together passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0 for MUSAWAAT, 

37.1 for WARD 'N JERRY, who kicked away again in the 

stretch, not asked, finishing  the same length in front he 

started in 101.3, a decent work. MUSAWAAT was lightly 

asked, falling back in 101.3, just ok for him

WARD 'N JERRY 01/09/21 102.0B- FT HSA

WARD 'N JERRY (B) working with UNBROKEN STAR 

(B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, WARD 

'N JERRY starting three lengths in front; WARD 'N 

JERRY increased his advantage early in 12.2, 

UNBROKEN STAR in 12.3, they got back to how they 

started in 24.3, 36.3, WARD 'N JERRY came off the rail 

into the stretch allowing his workmate to come through 

inside of him, they were close near deep stretch, then 

WARD 'N JERRY was best late, inching 1/2 length in 

front at the wire, not asked in 101.0, UNBROKEN STAR 

was pelted with dirt, 1/2 length back in 100.3, they got 

even on the gallop out, 113 for WARD 'N JERRY, who 

was best, a good work this week, 113.0 for UNBROKEN 

STAR, who was decent, but second best here.

01/02/21 101.1B FT HSA

TIGRE DI SUGO (B), MUSAWAAT (C+) and WARD 'N 

JERRY (C+) - This trio went off from the 5/8 pole, we 

saw them break off with WARD 'N JERRY Inside of 

MUSAWAAT with TIGRE DI SLUGO five back; We 

picked them up again at the 1/4 pole, TIGRE DI SLUGO 

two lengths back at that point, TIGRE DI SLUGO was 

hard urged, but really responded, going by his workmates 

to draw two lengths clear in 23.2, a good work as he really 

responded to the asking. WARD 'N JERRY and 

MUSAWAAY was urged, left back in 24.1, just ok for 

them. We cannot verify the Official Times.

12/27/20 103.1C+ FT HSA

WARD 'N JERRY went easily in this five furlong 

maintenance spin, final time of 102.1, just a leg stretcher

12/20/20 102.2M FT HSA

WARD 'N JERRY went off from the 1/2 mile pole over 

this deep track, final time of 48.4, a full second faster than 

given, a decent work for the veteran Cal-bred grass horse.

12/13/20 49.4B- FT HSA

TARTINI was in hand throughout this half-mile 

maintenance spin, final time of 50.1, just a leg stretcher

TARTINI 02/14/21 50.1M FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALEXANDER'S DREAM (B-) working with TARTINI 

(B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, 

TARTINI breaking off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong 

in 12.3, he was joined by ALEXANDER'S DREAM, who 

wore blinkers from the 1/2 mile pole; The pair were 

together passing the 1/4 pole in 38.0 for TARTINI, 25.2 

for ALEXANDER'S DREAM, neither horse was asked in 

the stretch, finishing together, 50.1 for ALEXANDER'S 

DREAM, 102.4 for TARTINI, decent for both.

TARTINI 01/15/21 102.4B- FT HSA

TARTINI was in hand throughout this half-mile move, 

even splits of 24.2 for a 48.2 final time, a decent work.

01/03/21 48.1B- FT HSA

TARTINI went easily throughout this half-mile move, 

going off in 12.3, not asked in 49.2, an ok work

12/27/20 49.2B- FT HSA

MADDIE'S MOJITO (B-) working with TARTINI (B-) - 

This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

MADDIE'S MOJITO starting three lengths in front; The 

pair maintained their positions in 24.1, MADDIE'S 

MOJITO was not asked, finishing one length in front in 

48.3, not a bad work. TARTINI was lightly asked, one 

length back at the wire in 48.1, an ok work.

12/19/20 48.1B- FT HSA

LURE HIM IN went five furlongs over the training track, 

splits of 12.4, 37.0, not asked in 102.0, a decent move.

LURE HIM IN 02/11/21 101.4B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

LURE HIM IN went easily over the training track in this 

half-mile maintenance spin, wearing his usual blinkers, 

fractions of 12.3, 25.2, not asked in 50.1, just a leg 

stretcher.

LURE HIM IN 01/16/21 50.1M FT HSA

MURAD KHAN again wore blinkers (new) for this five 

furlong maintenance move, fractions of 12.4, 25.1, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 37.3, not asked in the stretch, up at the wire 

in 102.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.3, a leg 

stretcher for the veteran gelding.

MURAD KHAN (FR) 02/13/21 102.3M FT HSA
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MURAD KHAN wore blinkers (new) for this five furlong 

work, splits of 12.4, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.1, not 

asked much to the wire in 102.2, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 105.4, an ok work

MURAD KHAN (FR) 02/06/21 102.2B- FT HSA

MURAD KHAN looked fine over the dull main track, 

even splits of 24.2 for a 48.4 final time, not asked, a 

decent move.

01/22/21 48.4B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAJESTIC MOUNTAIN (B-) working with MURAD 

KAHN (C ) - This duo from different barns hooked in 

together, MAJESTIC MOUNTAIN inside; MAJESTIC 

MOUNTAIN edged a length clear passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.3, MURAD KHAN in 24.4, MAJESTIC MOUNTAIN 

was not asked, pulling well, well clear in 49.1, a full 

second slower than given, but still decent. The rider 

aboard MURAD KHAN eased him up through the stretch, 

up in 51.4, not sure what happened here?

MURAD KHAN (FR) 12/26/20 52.0C FT HSA

MURAD KHAN (B-) working with ONE FLEW SOUTH 

(B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, ONE 

FLEW SOUTH inside; The pair went off in 12.3, 24.2, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, ONE FLEW SOUTH 

appeared to be going better than his workmate, who was 

lugging in and lightly urged passing midstretch, then 

MURAD KHAN got in front near the wire, a neck up in 

100.4, a decent work. ONE FLEW SOUTH was niggled a 

bit, a neck back at the wire, not a bad work.

12/19/20 101.0B- FT HSA

MURAD KHAN went easily in this five furlong 

maintenance spin, opening 3/8 in 38.4, not asked in 104.3, 

nothing more than a two minute lick this week.

12/12/20 104.3M FT HSA

SHADOW SPHINX was lightly niggled in this half-mile 

move, even splits of 24.1 for a 48.2 final time, not a bad 

work

SHADOW SPHINX 02/06/21 48.3B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SHADOW SPHINX went off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

opening 1/4 in 23.3. lightly asked in 48.0, a decent work 

for his new trainer

SHADOW SPHINX 01/16/21 48.0B- FT HSA

6th Race 1 Mile Dirt

MULBERRY STREET looked decent in this half-mile 

work, opening 1/4 in 24.2. lightly urged in 48.2, finishing 

up ok, not a bad work

MULBERRY STREET 02/14/21 48.2B- FT HSA

KING THEO (C+) working with MULBERRY STREET 

(C+) - This team went five furlongs together from the 1/2 

mile pole, KING THEO wearing blinkers; The pair went 

off in 24.4, both lightly urged crossing the wire in 49.3, 

both riders stayed down to the 7/8 pole in 102.0, just ok 

for both.

02/03/21 49.3C+ FT HSA

MULBERRY STREET was lightly asked in this half-mile 

work, even splits of 24.3 for a 49.1 final time, a so-so 

work.

01/27/21 49.1C+ FT HSA

MULBERRY STREET (C+) working with SHAZIER 

(C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

SHAZIER inside; The pair went off in 24.0, 36.2, 

SHAZIER was lightly asked to finish just in front in 

102.0, galloping out in 116.0, just ok for both

01/16/21 102.0C+ FT HSA

BRICKYARD RIDE (B+), MULBERRY STREET (C+), 

SHAZIER (C+) and HERMAPHRODITE (C ) working 

together - This quartet from different barns all hooked in 

together, HERMAPHRODITE breaking off from the 5/8 

pole, opening furlong in 13.2, she was four lengths in back 

of MULBERRY STREET who was 1/2 length in front of 

SHAZIER breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole, and four 

lengths in front of BRICKYARD RIDE, who was eight 

back of the leading group breaking off; BRICKYARD 

RIDE came out and flew early to get one length back in 

11.3, MULBERRY and a wide SHAZIER were one length 

in front in 13.0, HERMAPHRODITE still four lengths 

back in 26.2, BRICKYARD RIDE ran right on by and 

opened up around the far turn, well clear passing the 1/4 

pole in 23.0, MULBERRY STREET and SHAZIER in 

25.3, HERMAPHRODITE still four lengths behind in 

39.0, BRICKYARD RIDE was not asked in the stretch, 

far, far in front at the wire in 46.3, a full second faster 

than given, galloping out well in front down to the 7/8 

pole in 59.3, a very good work, tab for a huge effort. 

SHAZIER and MULBERRY STREET continued together 

to the wire in 49.3, then was hand ridden and tapped down 

to the 7/8 pole, up there in 102.1, a so-so work for them. 

HERMAPHRODITE moved closer near midstretch, then 

flattened out under a hand ride the final furlong to finish 

the same four lengths back at the wire she started in 103.0, 

a couple of ticks quicker than given, but not good for the 

long distance turf mare over the dirt.

01/09/21 102.1C+ FT HSA
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MISS BAYLEE (B-) working with GO DADDY GO 

(C+) - This team were given half-mile works, we had them 

going a full five furlongs from the 5/8 pole, MISS 

BAYLEE inside, splits of 12.2, 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 36.1, MISS BAYLEE inched clear in the stretch, then 

was lightly asked to finish just in front in 100.2, galloping 

out just in front down to the 7/8 pole in 114.0, a decent 

work. GO DADDY GO was hand ridden, second best, 

another so-so work

GO DADDY GO 02/14/21 48.3C+ FT HSA

SEE THROUGHIT (B) working with GO DADDY GO (B-

) - this team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, SEE 

THROUGH IT inside; The pair went off quickly, splits of 

11.4, 23.2 SEE THROUGH IT was not asked, appearing 

best in 47.2, a good work. GO DADDY GO was asked, 

second best, ok for him.

02/07/21 47.1B- FT HSA

PATRON D'ORO (B+), ROCK YOUR WORLD (B) and 

GO DADDY GO (C+) working together - This trio from 

different barns hooked in together, PATRON D'ORO 

inside of GO DADDY GO going off from the 5/8 pole, 

openng furlong in 12.1, ROCK YOUR WORLD broke off 

from the 1/2 mile pole three-deep 1/2 length in front; 

ROCK YOUR WORLD was even with PATRON D'ORO 

in 11.4, 23.3, GO DADDY GO 1/2 length behind between 

horses in 24.0, 35.4, PATRON D'ORO showed an 

impressive burst of speed and opened up on his 

workmates in the stretch, geared down late, finishing two 

lengths in front in 59.3, galloping out in 113.0, an 

excellent work for the unraced Street Boss colt, who is a 

stone runner. ROCK YOUR WORLD got closer late to 

finish two lengths back in 47.4,, getting even on the gallop 

out in 100.4 a good work, but second best GO DADDY 

GO was left back in 101.0, then galloped out down to the 

7/8 pole in 115.3, definitely third best, a so-so work.

01/31/21 101.0C+ FT HSA

BENDER (B-) working with CHARLITO (B-) - This team 

went together from the 1/2 mile pole, CHARLITO inside; 

The pair went off in 24.2, neither asked in 49.0, BENDER 

up there, an ok work. CHARLITO continued solo down to 

the 7/8 pole, not asked in 101.4, slower than given, but a 

decent work.

CHARLITO 02/13/21 101.1B- FT HSA

ANACONDA (B-) working with CHARLITO (B-) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, ANACONDA 

inside; The pair went off in 24.2, 36.3, neither asked in 

101.2, a decent work for both.

02/04/21 101.3B- FT HSA

CHARLITO went easily in this half-mile maintenance 

spin, going off in 13.1, never turned loose in 51.4, just a 

slow leg stretcher

01/28/21 51.4M FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHARLITO (B-) working with TAPWATER (B-) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, TAPWATER on the 

outside starting 1 1/2 lengths in front of CHARLITO, who 

was 1 1/2 lengths behind inside; CHARLITO was 1/2 

length back in 12.0, TAPWATER in 12.1, they were even 

passing the 3/8 pole, CHARLITO in 24.0, TAPWATER in 

24.2, who went back in front passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1. 

CHARLITO 1/2 back in 36.0, the pair got together in the 

stretch, neither asked much, CHARLITO in 100.4, 

TAPWATER up there in 101.0, a decent work. 

CHARLITON continued solo down to the 7/8 pole in 

114.1, a decent work as well.

CHARLITO 01/07/21 114.2B- FT HSA

CHARLITO (B-) working with LANE WAY (B-) - This 

team went six furlongs from the 5/8 pole, CHARLITO 

starting a length in front of LANE WAY, who wore a 

Figure 8; The pair maintained their positions in 12.3, 

LANE WAY got even in 24.1, 36.2, CHARLITO in 24.2, 

36.3, they were together crossing the wire under no 

urging, 101.0 for LANE WAY, 101.1 for CHARLITO, 

they continued down to the 7/8 pole, neither asked, 114.0 

for LANE WAY, 114.1 for CHARLITO, decent for both.

01/01/21 114.1B- FT HSA

CHARLITO (B-) working with JOLIE OLIMPICO (C+) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, CHARLITO 

starting two lengths in front; The par maintained their 

positions in 12.2, 24.2, JOLIE OLIMPICO came out side 

her workmate passing the 1/4 pole to get even in 36.3, 

CHARLITO in 37.0, CHARLITO was lightly asked near 

midstretch, then not asked late, receiving the slower time 

of 101.1, but best of the duo, a decent work JOLIE 

OLIMPICO was asked and tapped several times, 

definitely second best, receiving the faster time of 100.4, 

but just ok. Not sure why the Official Clockers gave them 

the same time when JOLIE started two back???

12/24/20 101.1B- FT HSA

MOTOWN MUSIC wore blinkers (new) for this three 

furlong blowout, opening furlong in 12.2, not asked in 

36.4, certainly decent

MOTOWN MUSIC 02/15/21 37.0B- FT HSA
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MOTOWN MUSIC (B) working with MOONLIGHT 

D'ORO (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in 

together from the 1/2 mile pole, MOTOWN MUSIC, with 

Cedillo up, a bit washy on the neck, starting two lengths in 

front; MOONLIGHT D'ORO got within a length early in 

12.2, MOTOWN MUSIC in 12.3, they were back to how 

they started passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, MOTOWN 

MUSIC edged further clear crossing midstretch in 37.0, 

MOONLIGHT D'ORO in 37.1, MOTOWN MUSIC was 

not asked at all, appearing best, three lengths in front at 

the wire in 49.0, galloping out well clear down to the 7/8 

pole in 101.3, a good work for the gelding, who was 

second in his local debut and is doing well. 

MOONLIGHT D'ORO was lightly niggled, up in 49.1, 

galloping out well behind in 103.0, an ok work.

MOTOWN MUSIC 02/01/21 49.0B FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

AMERICAN DANCER (B-), MOTOWN MUSIC (B-) 

and OUR MISS MILLIE (C+) working together - This trio 

from different barns hooked in together, AMERICAN 

DANCER and MOTOWN MUSIC breaking off from the 

3/4 pole, AMERICAN DANCER inside; The pair went 

off in 12.3, they were joined three-wide by OUR MISS 

MILLIE at the 5/8 pole, AMERICAN MUSIC and 

MOTOWN MUSIC pulled a length clear in 36.1, 48.1, 

OUR MISS MILLIE in 23.4, 35.4, AMERICAN 

DANCER and MOTOWN MUSIC were lightly urged, 

remaining a length in front at the wire in 113.0, a decent 

work for both. OUR MISS MILLIE was urged, unable to 

get back together in 100.3, just ok this week.

MOTOWN MUSIC 01/11/21 113.0B- FT HSA

MOTOWN MUSIC (C+) working with NONNO'S 

POLARIS (C+) - This duo from different barns hooked in 

together, MOTOWN MUSIC starting five lengths in front 

of NONNO'S POLARIS, who wore blinkers; NONNO'S 

POLARIS was urged most of the way, getting even in 

49.0, just ok as he was doing his best. MOTOWN MUSCI 

was never asked in 50.0, never doing a whole lot here, 

hard to make much of this.

12/18/20 50.0C+ FT HSA

7th Race 1 Mile Turf

BOHEMIAN BOURBON wore a Figure 8 for this half-

mile move, opening 1/4 in 24.3. not asked, reaching out to 

the wire in 48.4, a good work

BOHEMIAN BOURBON 02/15/21 48.4B FT HSA

BOHEMIAN BOURBON wore a Figure 8 for this fast 

five furlong work, fractions of 23.3, 35.4, lightly urged 

late in 100.0, a decent work

02/06/21 100.0B- FT HSA

BOHEMIAN BOURBON was not asked in this five 

furlong move, wearing a Figure 8, opening 3/8 in 37.1, not 

asked in 101.4, a couple of ticks slower than given, but a 

decent move

01/31/21 101.2B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

BOHEMIAN BOURBON wore a Figure 8 for this even 

1/2 mile move, splits of 24.3 for a 49.1 final time, not 

asked, a decent spin.

BOHEMIAN BOURBON 01/02/21 49.0B- FT HSA

BOHEMIAN BOURBON wore a Figure 8, opening 3/8 in 

37.0, not asked in 101.2, a decent work.

12/26/20 101.3B- FT HSA

BOHEMIAN BOURBON wore a Figure 8 and had Juan 

Hernandez up for this five furlong work, splits of 12.3, 

36.3, not asked in 100.3, a good work for the stakes placed 

East Coast invader.

12/18/20 100.3B FT HSA

MUCHO UNUSUAL (B-) working with BIG AWARD (C 

) - This team went together form the 5/8 pole, we picked 

them up at the 1/4 pole, MUCHO UNSUAL opening up 

on her workmate, not asked in 24.2, a decent work. BIG 

AWARD was urged, no match in 25.0, not good. We 

cannot verify the Official Times.

MUCHO UNUSUAL 02/14/21 102.3B- FT HSA

MUCHO UNUSUAL (B) working with SILVER MOON 

ROAD (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

SILVER MOON ROAD starting a length in front; 

MUCHO UNUSUAL was not asked, getting even in 

100.2, a good work for the classy mare. SILVER MOON 

ROAD was lightly urged in 100.3, second best, but still a 

decent work.

02/07/21 100.2B FT HSA

MUCHO UNUSUAL went easily in this half-mile 

maintenance spin, going off easily in 12.4, 25.0, crossing 

midstretch in 37.3, not asked to the wire in 49.4, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 104.1, just a leg stretcher

02/01/21 50.0M FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MUCHO UNUSUAL went extra easily in this half-mile 

maintenance spin, going off easily in 12.4, 25.0, crossing 

midstretch in 37.2, not asked a drop to the wire in 50.0, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 104.1, just an easy 

leg stretcher for the classy turf mare.

MUCHO UNUSUAL 01/10/21 50.0M FT HSA

WARREN'S SHOWTIME finished ok in this five furlong 

move, fractions of 25.3, 38.0, doing her best work late in 

102.1, not asked, not a bad work.

WARREN'S SHOWTIME 02/12/21 102.2B- FT HSA
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WARREN'S SHOWTIME went easily in this five furlong 

spin, opening 3/8 in 37.3, not asked in 102.0, a decent 

work

WARREN'S SHOWTIME 02/05/21 102.0B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

WARREN'S SHOWTIME went easily in this half-mile 

maintenance spin, opening 1/4 in 25.1. not asked at all in 

50.1, just a leg stretcher.

WARREN'S SHOWTIME 01/08/21 50.0M FT HSA

NASTY had Mario Gutierrez up for this five furlong 

work, fractions of 12.2, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, 

not asked a drop in the stretch, up in 101.2, galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 115.3, a decent work.

NASTY 02/13/21 101.2B- FT HSA

NASTY went nicely over the training track, splits of 12.2, 

24.3, 36.3, lightly niggled in the stretch, up in 101.0, a 

decent work

02/03/21 100.4B- FT HSA

NASTY went evenly in this half-mile move, even splits of 

24.3 for a 49.1 final time, not a bad work.

01/11/21 49.1B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

NASTY (B-) working with IPPODAMIA'S GIRL (C+) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, NASTY 

Inside; The pair went off in 36.1, IPPODAMIA'S GIRL 

just on front, NASTY was going best late, not asked, 

finishing 1/2 length in front in 101.1, a decent work. 

IPPODAMIA'S GIRL was lightly urged, second best, just 

ok off the bench for her new trainer.

NASTY 12/12/20 101.1B- FT HSA

RED LARK (B-) working with BLAME THE QUEEN (C 

) - This team took a long run to the 1/2 mile pole, BLAME 

THE QUEEN starting the work five lengths in front of 

RED LARK, who wore earmuffs. RED LARK made up a 

lot of ground right away in 12.2, one back passing the 1/4 

pole in 25.1, BLAME THE QUEEN in 13.0, 26.0, they 

were together crossing midstretch, 38.0 for RED LARK, 

39.0 for BLAME THE QUEEN, RED LARK pulled two 

lengths clear at the wire in 50.2, galloping out a mile in 

front down to the 7/8 pole in 103.4, a decent work. 

BLAME THE QUEEN was lightly asked, outrun in 51.4, 

not impressive.

RED LARK (IRE) 02/11/21 50.3B- FT HSA

RED LARK (B-) working with 

LALALANDHELLRAISER (C ) - This team went 

together from the 5/8 mile pole, we had the final half of 

this work, LALALANDHELLRAISER two lengths in 

front of RED LARK, who wore earmuffs when we picked 

them up; The duo maintained their positions in 13.0, RED 

LARK moved closer passing the 1/4 pole 25.4, 

LALALANDHELLRAISER in 26.0, RED LARK ran 

right on by in the stretch, pulling clear in 50.3, a decent 

work. LALALANDHELLRAISER was hand ridden, no 

match in 51.4, not impressive. We cannot verify the 

Official Time.

02/02/21 102.2B- FT HSA

RED LARK was not asked over the dull main track in this 

half-mile maintenance spin,, wearing earmuffs opening 

1/4 in 25.0, going easily in 50., just a leg stretcher

01/22/21 50.4M FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

RED LARK (B-) working with BASIL FLAVOR (C ) - 

This team wore earmuffs for their five furlong move, 

BASIL FLAVOR inside; The pair were together in in 

12.3, 25.0, 37.3, RED LARK drew clear in the stretch, 

final time of 102.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

117.0, a decent work. BASIL FLAVOR was hand ridden, 

no match in 103.3, galloping out far, far back in 119.2, nit 

impressive.

RED LARK (IRE) 12/18/20 102.3B- FT HSA

SEDAMAR went easily in this five furlong maintenance 

spin over the training track, splits of 12.4, 25.1, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 37.2, not asked in 102.3, just a leg stretcher

SEDAMAR 02/13/21 102.2M FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEDAMAR went five furlongs over the training track, 

fractions of 12.3, 25.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, lightly 

niggled, reaching to the wire in 101.3, a decent work.

SEDAMAR 01/13/21 101.3B- FT HSA

SEDAMAR finished strongly in this half-mile training 

track work, going off easily in 13.0, 25.1, not really asked 

in the stretch, full of run late, in 49.1, final 1/4 in 24.0, a 

good work for the Cal-bred mare.

01/08/21 49.1B FT HSA

SEDAMAR went a half-mile over the training track, we 

had the final 3/8 in 11.4, not asked in 35.3, likely going 

much faster than given, a good work for the hard hitting 

Cal-bred mare

01/02/21 49.1B FT HSA
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SEDAMAR went half-mile over the training track in her 

second half-mile move off the freshening, relaxed early in 

13.0, 25.3, she was late switching leads, but never asked 

while finishing up well, final time of 49.2, final 1/4 in 

23.4, a good work though she is usually better about 

switching leads.

SEDAMAR 12/17/20 49.2B FT HSA

GOING TO VEGAS went five furlongs over the training 

track, fractions of 12.3, 25.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.2, 

looking around a bit in the stretch, straightening out then 

finishing fine, not asked in 102.2, a decent work.

GOING TO VEGAS 02/10/21 102.2B- FT HSA

GOING TO VEGAS went easily over the training track in 

this five furlong maintenance spin, opening 3/8 in 37.3, 

not asked, all on her own in 102.2, just a leg stretcher

02/03/21 102.1M FT HSA

GOING TO VEGAS went easily in this five furlong 

move, splits of 24.3, 37.2, not asked at all in 102.0, a 

decent work.

01/18/21 102.2B- FT HSA

GOING TO VEGAS went easily in this half-mile spin, 

splits of 12.2, 25.0, crossing midstretch in 37.1, not asked 

to the wire in 49.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

102.3, a decent work

01/11/21 49.3B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GOING TO VEGAS went easily throughout this half-mile 

maintenance spin, splits of 12.4, 25.1, crossing midstretch 

in 37.1, not urged in 49.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 103.1, just a leg stretcher up to the American Oaks 

Opening day.

GOING TO VEGAS 12/19/20 49.4M FT HSA

GOING TO VEGAS went easily in this five furlong 

move, splits of 12.1, 24.3, 37.1, never asked at all in 

102.0, a decent work for the vastly improved femme, who 

will be seen in the American Oaks next

12/12/20 102.0B- FT HSA

CHARMAINE'S MIA (A-) working with CRAZY 

SPEIGHTY (C+) - This team of mismatched worker went 

together over the training track, CRAZY SPEIGHTY 

wearing blinkers starting three lengths in front; CRAZY 

SPEIGHTY increased his advantage in 12.2, 24.2, 

CHARMAINE'S MIA 4 1/2 lengths back in 12.3, 24.3, 

'MIA then started to roll, two back passing the 1/4 pole in 

35.4, (11.1 middle furlong), two lengths back of CRAZY 

SPEIGHTY in 36.0, she then right on by her workmate in 

the blink of an eye leaving the far turn, opening up at 

once, drawing eight lengths clear at the wire in 100.0, 

never asked, galloping out down to the 5/8 pole in 113.1, a 

breathtaking move, the recent stakes winner is flourishing. 

CRAZY SPEIGHTY had no resistance, lightly urged in 

102.1, so-so for him.

CHARMAINE'S MIA 02/14/21 100.2A- FT HSA

CHARMAINE'S MIA went five furlongs over the training 

track, going off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, not 

asked in 100.0, a good work

02/08/21 100.0B FT HSA

CHARMAINE'S MIA went five furlongs over the training 

track, pulling a bit early in 12.2, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 36.2, not asked in the stretch, up in 101.2, a decent 

work.

02/01/21 101.2B- FT HSA

CHARMAINE'S MIA went easily over the training track 

in this half-mile maintenance spin, even splits of 25.0 for 

a 50.0 final time just a leg stretcher

01/22/21 50.0M FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHARMAINE'S MIA (B+), EARLS ROCK (C+) and 

CARPE VINUM (C) working together - This trio went 

together over the training track, CARPE VINUM wearing 

blinkers starting two lengths in front of EARLS ROCK, 

who also donned blinkers and nine lengths in front of 

CHARMAINE'S MIA; CHARMAINE'S MIA made up 

ground right away in 12.0, CARPE VINUM in 12.2, 

EARLS ROCK dropping back in 12.3, CHARMAINE'S 

MIA gained along the rail to be three lengths back in 24.0, 

CARPE VINUM in 25.0, EARLS ROCK outside of 

CHARMAINE'S MIA in 25.1, CHARMAINE'S MIA was 

two lengths back passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, CARPE 

VINUM holding on for dear life in 37.2, EARLS ROCK 

falling back to last in 37.3, CHARMAINE'S MIA angled 

out in the stretch then ran right on by, opening up passing 

midstretch, geared down to the wire to be two lengths in 

front in 100.2, galloping out far in front, a really good 

work. EARLS ROCK angled out three-wide into the 

stretch, going by the pacesetter under urging in 102.1, a so-

so work. CARPE VINUM fell back in 102.4, once again, 

not impressive

CHARMAINE'S MIA 01/03/21 100.2B+ FT HSA
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CHARMIANE'S MIA went five furlongs over the training 

track, splits of 12.4, 25.1,passing the 1/4 pole in 37.1, not 

asked in the stretch, up in 102.1, an ok work.

CHARMAINE'S MIA 12/27/20 102.0B- FT HSA

CHARMAINE'S MIA went five furlongs over the training 

track, splits of 24.1, 36.0, not asked in 100.2, a good work

12/21/20 100.1B FT HSA

CHARMAINE'S MIA went five furlongs over the training 

track, fractions of 12.3, 24.2, rolling into and around the 

far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, not asked in the 

stretch, slowing a bit late in 100.3, a decent work for the 

Woodbine invader who should be seen when the meet 

opens.

12/14/20 100.2B- FT HSA

HEATHERS GREY went easily in this good half-mile 

move, opening 1/4 in 23.3. not asked in 47.3, a typically 

good work for the good work mare

HEATHERS GREY 02/14/21 47.3B FT HSA

HEATHERS GREY always looks good in the morning 

and did so again in the early a.m. five furlong move, 

opening 3/8 in 37.3, finishing up well, never asked in 

101.3, a decent work.

02/07/21 101.3B- FT HSA

HEATHERS GRAY went easily in this early a.m. half-

mile maintenance spin, opening 1/4 in 25.1, not asked in 

49.4, just a leg stretcher

01/31/21 49.3M FT HSA

HEATHERS GREY finished decently over the dull main 

track in this early a.m. half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 

25.0, not asked in 49.1, a decent work.

01/22/21 49.1B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HEATHERS GREY looked really good as usual in this 

half-mile move, going off in 11.4, 23.2, not asked in 46.3, 

a very nice work, it appears the good work mare is ready 

for a top effort

HEATHERS GREY 01/02/21 46.3B+ FT HSA

HEATHERS GREY is always a good workhorse and she 

went well again here in this half-mile work, splits of 12.0, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, crossing midstretch in 35.4, 

not asked to the wire in 48.0, a nice work.

12/24/20 48.2B FT HSA

HEATHERS GRAY went easily in this half-mile jaunt, 

final time of 49.3, final furlong in 12.2, not a bad work for 

the good workhorse

12/14/20 49.4B- FT HSA

8th Race 1 Mile Dirt

PAYNTER'S LOVE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

opening 1/4 in 24.4, lightly urged in the stretch, up in 

49.4, a so-so work for the unraced Paynter filly, who has 

been in training for a while and should debut at some 

point soon

PAYNTER'S LOVE 02/17/21 49.4C+ FT HSA

PAYNTER'S LOVE went six furlongs from the 5 1/2 

furlong marker, going off in 13.0, 25.2, 37.1, passing the 

3/16 pole in 49.4, hard urged through the stretch, slowing 

when up at the 7 1/2 furlong marker in 116.0, not 

impressive

02/10/21 115.4C FT HSA

PAYNTER'S LOVE went a full second faster than given, 

but looked terrible doing it in this five furlong drill, 

niggled along from the get-go in 12.3, 24.3, hand ridden 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, urged and 

whipped in the stretch, doing her best in 103.0, not at all 

impressive for the $7K NY bred Paynter filly, who needs 

very soft foes

01/27/21 104.0C FT HSA

PAYNTER'S LOVE had Jessica Pyfer aboard for this 

unimpressive six furlong drill, going off from the 5 1/2 

furlong marker, splits of 12.3, 24.3, niggled along around 

the far turn in 36.1, passing the 3/16 pole in 49.0, urged 

and whipped, already slowing crossing the 1/16 pole in 

102.0, urged when up at the 7 1/2 furlong marker in 115.1, 

not good at all.

01/18/21 115.1C FT HSA

PAYNTER'S LOVE went six furlongs from the 5 1/2 

furlong marker, we picked this one up at the 5/16 pole, 

urged along when up at the 7 1/2 furlong marker in 38.1, a 

so-so work. We cannot verify the Official Time.

12/31/20 117.2C+ FT HSA

SEEKING REFUGE (B-) working with PAYNTER'S 

LOVE (C+) - This duo from different barns hooked in 

together from the 5/8 pole, PAYNTER'S LOVE starting 

five lengths in front; SEEKING REFUGE gained a length 

early in 24.3, PAYNTER'S LOVE in 24.4, neither horse 

was ever asked, SEEKING REFUGE getting even in 

101.2, appearing best, a decent work. PAYNTER'S LOVE 

was caught in 102.2, just ok.

12/24/20 102.2C+ FT HSA

HERE COMES RALPHIE looked poor as usual, opening 

3/8 in 36.4, urged with little left to the wire in 102.1, not a 

good drill.

HERE COMES RALPHIE 02/13/21 102.1C FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HERE COMES RALPHIE went a half-mile from the 3/8 

pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2, crossing the wire in 

36.0, urged down to the 7/8 pole, slowing noticeably in 

49.2, a so-so work

HERE COMES RALPHIE 02/01/21 49.2C+ FT HSA
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAROMA went a half-mile over the training track, we 

had the final 3/8 of this work, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.0, 

fairly hard urged in the stretch, final time of 36.1, just ok 

as she appeared to be doing her best. We cannot verify the 

Official Time.

VAROMA 02/02/21 49.2C+ FT HSA

VAROMA went very easily in this three furlong 

maintenance spin over the training track, leaving the pole 

with her head straight up in the air, relaxing better in 13.0, 

never asked a drop in the stretch, up at the wire in 38.1, 

just a leg stretcher

01/28/21 38.2M FT HSA

VAROMA went off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 12.1, 

24.3, crossing midstretch in 37.0, not asked, but falling 

apart the final furlong in 50.3, no energy on the gallop out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 105.4, not a good work

01/17/21 50.3C FT HSA

MALIBU JEWEL was not asked in this five furlong 

maintenance spin, splits of 25.2, 37.4, not asked in 102.3, 

just a leg stretcher

MALIBU JEWEL 02/14/21 102.3M FT HSA

MALIBU JEWEL wore blinkers for this lackluster five 

furlong drill, splits of 12.3, 24.4, tapped passing the 1/4 

pole in 36.4, she was all over the place in the stretch, the 

rider hitting her several times to stay straight, asked to the 

wire in 101.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.3, 

not impressive.

02/07/21 101.4C FT HSA

MALIBU JEWEL went off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

opening 3/8 in 37.4, hard urged in the stretch up in 50.1, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.2, doing her 

best, a so-so work

02/02/21 50.1C+ FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MALIBU JEWEL wore blinkers for this half-mile work, 

splits of 12.2, tapped passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, urged 

crossing midstretch in 36.4, urged to the wire in 49.1, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.2, up at the 3/4 

pole in 117.2, just an ok work.

MALIBU JEWEL 01/17/21 49.0C+ FT HSA

HATSHEPUT wore a Figure 8 for this half-mile training 

track work, opening 1/4 in 24.0, finishing without any 

pressure at all in 49.2, not a bad work, certainly better 

than usual

HATSHEPSUT 02/12/21 49.2B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HATSHEPUT looked awful in tis five furlong drill, 

opening 3/8 in 37.4, struggling to the wire in 103.1, not a 

good work.

HATSHEPSUT 01/13/21 103.2C FT HSA

PEACHTREE RAOD (B-) working with HATSHEPUT 

(C ) - This duo from different barns hooked in together in 

this five furlong work, HATSHEPUT starting eight 

lengths in front; PEACHTREE ROAD was lightly asked, 

catching her mate in 100.2 an ok work. HATSHEPUT was 

lightly asked late, caught in 102.0, not impressive per 

usual.

01/02/21 102.1C FT HSA

HATSHEPUT looked better than usual this week in this 

early a.m. half-mile move, not asked in 48.4, this was a bit 

improved and not bad

12/27/20 48.4B- FT HSA

SIMMER DOWN went off from the 1/2 mile pole, going 

off in 12.3, lightly urged in 49.0, just an ok work for the 

Into Mischief filly.

SIMMER DOWN 02/12/21 49.1C+ FT HSA

SIMMER DOWN went off from the 3/8 pole, we had the 

final 3/8 of this work in 36.1, niggled late, a decent work, 

a bit improved. We cannot verify the Official Time

02/05/21 47.2B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SIMMER DOWN was asked for a fast work off the bench 

in this five furlong drill, opening 3/8 in 35.0, urged along, 

but responding ok in 59.2, a decent work, but really made 

to do it.

SIMMER DOWN 01/02/21 59.2B- FT HSA

9th Race 6½ Furlongs Turf

CEZANNE (B) working with CRUEL INTENTION (B) - 

This team went further and faster than given, going off 

from the 1/2 mile pole, CRUEL INTENTION inside of 

CEZANNE, who wore blinkers; The pair went off in 11.3, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, crossing midstretch together 

in 35.4, neither asked at all crossing the wire in 47.4, 

continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 100.0, a good work for 

both.

CRUEL INTENTION 02/13/21 48.1B FT HSA

CRUEL INTENTION went five furlongs from the 1/2 

mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, crossing the wire 

in 48.0, lightly urged and tapped down to the 7/8 pole in 

100.0, a decent work

02/06/21 100.0B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CRUEL INTENTION (B) working with QUALITY 

RESPONSE (B-) - This team wore blinkers for their half-

mile move, QUALITY RESPONSE inside; The pair went 

off in 12.0, 24.1, 36.2, CRUEL INTENTION was not 

asked at all, appearing best in 48.3, a couple of ticks faster 

than given, a good work. QUALITY RESPONSE was 

lightly urged inside to stay together, second best, a decent 

work.

CRUEL INTENTION 01/14/21 49.0B FT HSA
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CRUEL INTENTION (B) working with SPEED PASS (B-

) - This team wore blinkers for their much slower than 

given six furlong gate work, SPEED PASS inside; The 

pair broke fine, fractions of 12.1, 24.0, 35.2, passing the 

1/4 pole in 47.2, crossing midstretch in 59.2, CRUEL 

INTENTION was niggled a bit late, pulling 1/2 length 

clear at the wire while best in 112.2, a good work. SPEED 

PASS was lightly urged and tapped a few times, falling 

1/2 length back, decent, but second best Not sure where 

the Official Clockers got this time from?

CRUEL INTENTION 01/06/21 111.1B FT HGSA

CRUEL INTENTION (B) working with ONCE ON 

WHISKEY (B-) - This team wore blinkers for their five 

furlong work, ONCE ON WHISKEY inside; ONCE ON 

WHISKEY edged a length clear in 11.4, 23.2, CRUEL 

INTENTION in 12.0, 1/2 length back in 23.3, they were 

together passing the 1/4 pole in 35.1, CRUEL 

INTENTION was best late, pulling 1/2 length clear in 

59.3, galloping out far in front down to the 7/8 pole in 

113.0, a good work. ONCE ON WHISKEY was lightly 

urged, falling 1/2 length back at the wire, galloping out 

well behind in 114.0, an ok work.

12/30/20 59.3B FT HSA

CRUEL INTENTION (B) working with SPEED PASS (B-

) - This team came out of the gate together, SPEED PASS 

wearing blinkers inside of CRUEL INTENTION; The pair 

broke fine, together in 12.2, 24.0, 35.3, passing the 1/4 

pole in 47.4, CRUEL INTENTION appeared a bit best 

when 1/2 length in front, not asked in 100.0, galloping out 

in front in 114.1, a good work. SPEED PASS was lightly 

asked, 1/2 length back in 100.0, galloping out one length 

back to the wire in 114.2, decent, but second best.

12/23/20 59.3B FT HGSA

CRUEL INTENTION (C+) working with SPEED PASS 

(C+) - This team wore blinkers for their five furlong work, 

SPEED PASS inside, splits of 24.0, 36.0, both tiring a bit 

late in 101.0, a so-so work for both.

12/17/20 101.0C+ FT HSA

BEST CHANCE went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 23.3, 

35.4, lightly urged in 100.1, a decent work.

BEST CHANCE 02/12/21 100.1B- FT HSA

BEST CHANCE went easily in this half-mile move, even 

splits of 24.1 for a 48.2 final time, not a bad work.

02/04/21 48.2B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GAMBINI (B-) working with BEST CHANCE (C+) - 

This duo from different barns hooked in together, we 

picked then up together passing the 1/4 pole, BEST 

CHANCE inside; GAMBINI was not asked, pulling one 

length clear in 24.4, an ok work. BEST CHANCE was 

urged, falling back in 25.0, not very impressive The 

Official Times look way off here, but we did not see either 

of them break off, so we cannot be sure.

BEST CHANCE 01/08/21 101.1C+ FT HSA

COMBATANT (B) working with BST CHANCE (C+) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

COMBATAANT inside; The pair went off in 23.3, 

COMBATANT was lightly urged, putting away is 

workmate to pull clear in 59.3, a good work. BEST 

CHANCE was urged, no match in 100.3, a so-so work.

12/31/20 100.3C+ FT HSA

BEST CHANCE looked so-so in this five furlong work, 

opening 3/8 in 37.1, lightly urged in 102.0, just ok this 

week.

12/24/20 102.0C+ FT HSA

SOUTHERN HORSE (B-) working with TRIPOLI (B-) - 

This team went together from the 5/8pole, we picked them 

up at the 1/4 pole, TRIPOLI inside; SOUTHERN HORSE 

was going a bit better late, not asked in 25.1, TRIPOLI 

lightly niggled, both looking ok to the wire. We cannot 

verify the Official times.

SOUTHERN HORSE (ARG) 02/12/21 101.1B- FT HSA

SOUTHERN HORSE  had a rare main track work, 

opening 1/4 in 24.1, not asked in 48.3, a decent work.

02/04/21 48.3B- FT HSA

SOUTHERN HORSE (B-) working with ACHILLEUS 

(C+) - This team went together over the training track, 

ACHILLEUS inside; The pair were together in 36.2, 

SOUTHERN HORSE got in front, not asked in 101.0, a 

decent work. ACHILLEUS was urged, falling back in 

101.2, a so-so work.

01/28/21 101.1B- FT HSA

JASIKAN (B) working with SOUTHERN HORSE (B-) - 

This team wore blinkers for their five furlong training 

track work, JASIKAN inside; The pair showed speed in 

12.0, 24.0, both niggled along passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, 

JASIKAN was hand ridden in the stretch, finishing a neck 

in front, appearing best n 100.1, a good work. 

SOUTHERN HORSE was asked, failing to switch leads, a 

bit second best, but ok, though we would like to see him 

switch.

01/21/21 100.1B- FT HSA
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JASIKAN (C+) working with SOUTHERN HORSE 

(C+) - This team wore blinkers for their five furlong 

training track drill, SOUTHERN HORSE starting a length 

in front; The pair were together fairly early, 24.2 for 

JASIKAN, 24.3 for SOUTHERN HORSE, they were 

asked while picking it up around the far turn, passing the 

1/4 pole in 35.4 for JASIKAN, 36.0 for SOUTHERN 

HORSE, both horses were hard urged, JASIKAN a bit late 

switching leads, finishing together, 101.0 for JASIKAN, 

101.1 for SOUTHERN HORSE, both appearing to be 

doing their best, just ok for both.

SOUTHERN HORSE (ARG) 01/13/21 101.0C+ FT HSA

JASIKAN (B-) working with SOUTHERN HORSE (C+) - 

This team went together over the training track, JASIKAN 

inside; The pair went off in 12.1, 24.2, 36.1, JASIKAN 

was niggled, inching a tight length in front at the wire in 

101.0, a decent work. SOUTHERN HORSE was niggled 

then lightly urged late, falling a length back near the wire 

in 101.1, just ok for the Argentine invader.

01/06/21 101.0C+ FT HSA

JASIKAN (B-) working with SOUTHERN HOUSE (C+) - 

This team went together over the training track, JASIKAN 

inside; The pair went off in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.1, JASIKAN was best late, not asked in 48.4, an 

improved, decent work. SOUTHERN HOUSE was lightly 

asked, finishing just behind, second best, just ok.

12/30/20 48.4C+ FT HSA

SOUTHERN HORSE (B-) working with SWORD 

ZORRO (B-) - This team of Euro imports went three 

furlongs over the training track, SWORD ZORRO inside; 

We picked them pair up at the 1/4 pole, neither asked in 

25.1, an ok work for both, who have a way to go.

12/14/20 38.2B- FT HSA

COOL AS EVER went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 

12.3, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, taken a hold of in 

the stretch, on his own to the wire, final time of 102.0, an 

ok work

COOL AS EVER 02/14/21 101.4B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

COOL AS EVER went easily over the training track in his 

first work back off his debut Loa AL night victory, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 12.3, not asked in 37.2, an ok work.

COOL AS EVER 01/17/21 37.2B- FT HSA

SYMPHONIC went much faster than given in this half-

mile move, wearing blinkers, not asked in 48.1, a decent 

work. Not sure where the Official Clockers got that time 

from?

SYMPHONIC 02/14/21 49.4B- FT HSA

SYMPHONIC wore blinkers for this easy half-mile 

training track spin, never asked in 49.3, a decent move

02/07/21 49.3B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SYMPHONIC went well in this half-mile move, wearing 

blinkers, lightly urged in 49.2, finishing strongly in 11.4, a 

good work

SYMPHONIC 01/17/21 49.2B FT HSA

SYMPHONIC went fast in this three furlong work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1, lightly urged, but moving fast 

to the wire in 34.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

46.4, a good work.

01/09/21 34.3B FT HSA

PERFECTO AMOR (B-) working with SYMPHONIC (B-

) - This team went extra easily in their five furlong spin, 

SYMPHONIC inside; The pair went off in 37.4, neither 

asked a drop in 102.4, an ok work for both.

01/02/21 102.4B- FT HSA

SYMPHONIC (B-), SELF TAUGHT (C+) and STIR THE 

POT (C+) working together - This trio came out of the 

gate together, STIR THE POT not wearing his usual 

blinkers inside, SELF TAUGHT wearing blinkers 

between horses with SYMPHONIC donning blinkers 

(new) outside; SYMPHONIC broke best then was guided 

back as STIR THE POT, who was off a bit slowly, was 

lightly urged to get a length in front in 12.4, SELF 

TAUGHT in 13.0, SYMPHONIC in 13.2, STIIR THE 

POT edged away in 24.3, SELF TAUGHT in 25.0, 

SYMPHINIC biding his time in 25.4, STIR THE POT had 

his lead diminish in 36.2, SELF TAUGHT asked in 36.3, 

SYMPHONIC picking it up in 37.0, 2 1/2 lengths back, 

then he just rolled eight on by his workmates around the 

far turn, hand ridden to pull a length clear when up in 

48.4, slower than given, but best, an ok work. SELF 

TAUGHT went by his workmate in 49.0, for both, then 

they were urged to midstretch, SELF TAUGHT just in 

front in 102.0, for both, slower than given, so-so for both, 

SYMPHONIC galloping out a length back in 102.1

12/24/20 48.1B- FT HGSA

I GOT NO MUNNY went easily in this half-mile 

maintenance spin, wearing blinkers, never asked in 51.2, 

just a leg stretcher

I GOT NO MUNNY 02/15/21 51.2M FT HSA

I GOT NO MUNNY finished well in this half-mile move, 

opening 1/4 in 25.2, not asked, finishing fast in 48.4, a 

good work this one will have munny if he finished like 

this in the afternoon

02/08/21 48.4B FT HSA

I GOT NO MUNNY was in a high gallop in this half-mile 

maintenance spin, wearing blinkers, even splits of 25.4 for 

a 51.3 final time, just a leg stretcher

01/15/21 51.3M FT HSA
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

I GOT MUNNY (B), GYPSY BLU (B-) and EXPLOSIVE 

(C ) working together - This trio from different barns 

hooked in together from the 5/8 pole, GYPSY BLU and I 

GOT MUNNY wearing blinkers starting one length in 

front; The threesome were close together right away, 

EXPLOSIVE three-deep in 11.4, 23.2, 35.2, GYPSY BLU 

and I GOT MUNNY in 12.0, 23.3, 35.3, I GOT MUNNY 

was not asked at all, appearing best between horses, final 

time of 100.4, a good work for the three, turning four-year-

old unraced $80K Munnings gelding, who seems to be 

getting better in the a.m., GYPSY BLU was tapped once 

and lightly urged, final time of 100.4, a decent work. 

EXPLOSIVE failed to switch leads while urged, flattening 

out badly in 101.2, four lengths back at the wire, not 

impressive.

I GOT NO MUNNY 12/21/20 100.4B FT HSA

PSYCHO DAR wore blinkers for this half-mile drill, we 

had the final 1/4 of this work, crossing midstretch in 11.3, 

hard urged, but responding to the wire in 23.1, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 36.1, a nice work, but really 

made to do it.

PSYCHO DAR 02/15/21 47.3B FT HSA

PSYCHO DAR wore blinkers for this half-mile spin, 

going off in 25.1, never asked in 49.4, a decent work.

01/27/21 49.4B- FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

PSYCHO DAR wore blinkers for this easy half-mile 

move, final time of 48.0, another decent move, the gray 

continues to look good for his new trainer

PSYCHO DAR 01/10/21 48.0B- FT HSA

PSYCHO DAR wore blinkers for this five furlong work, 

going off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 12.2, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 24.2, crossing midstretch in 36.0, the rider 

up in the saddle going by the wire in 48.0, lightly urged 

and tapped once while strong down to the 7/8 pole in 

100.1, a nice work for the sharp gelding.

01/03/21 48.1B FT HSA

PSYCHO DAR looked fine in this five furlong work 

wearing blinkers, opening 3/8 in 36.1 not asked in 100.3, a 

decent work.

12/24/20 100.3B- FT HSA

PSYCHO DAR looked fine in this half-mile move, 

opening 1/4 in 24.2. not asked in 49.3, an ok work.

12/18/20 49.3B- FT HSA

JETOVATOR (B-) working with NOBLE HEARTED (B-

) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, NBOLE 

HEARTED inside; The pair went off in 24.1, neither 

asked to the wire in 48.3, JETOVATOOR up there, a 

decent work. NOBLE HEARTED continued solo down to 

the 7/8 pole in 101.2, a decent work as well.

JETOVATOR 02/11/21 48.3B- FT HSA

JETOVATOR (C+) working with LIL RICARDO (C-) - 

This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, both 

wearing blinkers, JETOVATOR inside; The pair were 

together in 12.0, 24.1, JEOTVATOR was late switching 

leads, getting clear crossing midstretch in 37.0, LIL 

RICARDO in 37.2, JETOVATOR pulled further clear to 

the wire in 50.0, best of the duo, but so-so. LIL 

RICARDO dropped back in 50.4, not good at all.

02/03/21 50.0C+ FT HSA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

JETOVATOR (B-) working with ROYAL ACT (B-) - 

This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, ROYAL 

ACT inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.1, neither 

asked a drop to the wire in 48.1, galloping out down to the 

7/8 pole in 101.4, a decent work for both.

JETOVATOR 01/09/21 48.1B- FT HSA
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